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Abstract 

Linear trajectory signals are a subset of three-dimensional video signals that 

correspond to image sequences featuring an object moving in a smooth manner. Linear 

trajectory signals are present in a wide range of signal processing fields including 

computer vision, biomedical imaging, and radar tracking. As such, the ability to 

selectively filter linear trajectory signals has a myriad of potential applications. In order 

to selectively filter a linear trajectory signal with reduced distortion, it is desirable to 

construct a multidimensional filter possessing a 3D wedge-shaped passband. 

A novel multidimensional filter bank is introduced. This filter bank is composed 

of band limited 3D recursive filters that possesses planar passbands. It is shown that by 

altering the bandwidth of these sub-band filters the passband of the proposed filter bank 

approximates a 3D wedge. It is also shown that the proposed filter bank design 

successfully transmits linear trajectory signals with less distortion than a previous 

filtering technique. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The range of applications that makes use of three-dimensional (3D) video signal 

processing is growing as the costs associated with computer memory and computational 

power decrease. These video signals can be found in numerous fields of research 

including biomedical imaging, sonar/radar tracking and computer vision. The work to 

be presented in this thesis focuses on one subset of 3D video signals known as linear 

trajectory (LT) signals. In a video application, the term linear trajectory signal is used 

to describe the set of 3D image sequences that contain a 2D object moving spatially 

between frames in a smooth fashion [1-5]. Such signals are readily present in the 

majority of video sequences. Therefore, the ability to selectively filter a LT signal has a 

myriad of applications that range from tracking a specific airplane on a radar screen to 

detecting moving objects in security systems. The work to be presented in this thesis 

focuses on the selective filtering of linear trajectory signals. 

Previous research into the selective filtering 3D LT signals has primarily 

concentrated on the use of planar filtering techniques. That is, the employment of filters 

possessing a plane shaped 3D passband. While this prior research has proven 

successful [1-3], under many practical filtering conditions this method is known to 

attenuate high frequency components of the transmitted LT signal. This attenuation will 

distort the filtered video signal. These attenuated LT signals appear blurred, lack fine 

textures and edge definition. The objective of this thesis is to propose a novel approach 

to the selective filtering of 3D LT signals, and to demonstrate that the proposed 

technique offers a reduction in the attenuation of high frequency detail within the 

transmitted LT signal over previous planar filtering techniques. 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with an overview of the 

thesis. It will begin with a brief review of some key concepts regarding 3D signal 

processing including linear trajectory signals. Following this review, the objective of 

this thesis will be presented. This introductory chapter will then review some of the 

previous work published in this field, and examine results of prior research motivated 
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by similar objectives to the research conducted in this thesis. Finally, an outline of how 

this research is to be presented in this thesis will be provided. 

1.1 Background Information 

Prior to introducing the objective of this thesis, it is important that the reader be 

familiar with a few fundamentals regarding 3D signal processing and linear trajectory 

signals. The following section will review terminology used throughout this thesis with 

regard to 3D video sequences along with a brief review of key concepts concerning LT 

signals. This section also provides a short review of the frequency-planar (FP) filter. 

This filter is a 3D IIR filter fundamental to the work presented in this thesis. 

It is important to note that the objective of this section is not to provide a 

detailed review concerning either LT signals, or the FP filter. These concepts could not 

be explored to the author's satisfaction within a single introductory chapter. 

Independent chapters of this thesis have been set aside for detailed review of both linear 

trajectory signals, and the frequency-planar filter. This section simply contains key 

facts regarding these topics required for the introduction of the thesis objectives. 

1.1.1 Basic Terminology Used in 3D Video Processing 

To ensure clarity, it is important to define the terms and notation used in this 

thesis with respect to 3D video signals. These are signals composed of a temporal 

sequence of 2D images often referred to as the frames of the video signal. In this thesis, 

a continuous domain 3D video signal will be denoted by x(t\,t2,h) te9î 3 , and a sampled, 

or discrete, video sequence denoted by x[ni,it2,n3] ne Z 3. The first two variables, {t\,ti) 

and («i,«2), are used to describe a spatial location within the signal while the third 

variable, Í3 or «3, specifies a point in time. For example, x[a,b,c], a,b,ceZ3 would 

correspond to the value of a pixel located in row a of column b in frame c of the discrete 

image sequence x[n] neZ3. As these signals are defined in terms of spatial and 

temporal variables, the signals are referred to as spatio-temporal (ST) signals [1]. It 

may also be stated that the notation x(t) and x[n] correspond to signals in the ST 

domain. 
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The value of a 3D monochromatic video signal at any given point in the ST 

domain is a measure of the signal intensity, or how bright the video signal appears. The 

work presented in this thesis was performed using the mathematical software package 

Matlab, and followed the common grayscale image format. In this format, each pixel 

within an image sequence is described by an integer value between 0 and 255 with zero 

corresponding to a black pixel and 255 a white pixel. For all test cases presented in this 

thesis, input video sequences were constructed with black backgrounds, and all 

synthetic objects placed within the sequences were white squares. 

In order to measure the quality of an image sequence, the concept of peak signal 

to noise ratio (PSNR) is used throughout this thesis. PSNR is a commonly used metric 

in image processing used to quantify error in a modified image [6]. This signal-to-noise 

ratio is determined by calculating a pixel-wise mean squared error between the modified 

image and the original image. For a grayscale image consisting of NxN pixels, the 

PSNR is calculated by: 

where x[n\,n{\ represents the original image and y[n\,n{\ the filtered image. This value 

is then converted into decibels. As a general guideline, an image possessing a PSNR of 

over 30dB should be considered of high quality while an image having a PSNR of less 

than 20dB should be considered of low quality. 

1.1.2 A Review of the 3D Fourier Transform 

The research presented in this thesis outlines the design of a linear shift-

invariant (LSI) system. A LSI system is characterized by an adherence to the principle 

of superposition, and can be modeled by a constant-coefficient difference equation 

[7] [8]. These systems also have the significant property that the output signal will be 

composed of only those frequencies present in the input signal [8]. Due to this 

property, a LSI filter is commonly described in terms of its passband in the frequency 

domain. Similarly, the signals applied to a LSI filter are commonly expressed in terms 

of their spectral components. In the case of 3D signals, the 3D Fourier transform is 

PSNR 
N N 255 2 

(1.1) 
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employed to translate the signal from the spatio-temporal domain into the frequency 

domain. The following is a review of the Fourier transform, and 3D frequency space. 

The review assumes that the reader is familiar with the Fourier transform and the 

frequency domain as they pertain to one-dimensional systems. Readers desiring more 

information concerning the Fourier transform should refer to [7-9]. 

A one-dimensional ST signal x{t), te% is transformed into the frequency 

domain signal X(£2), .OG 9Î, by means of the Fourier transform given by [7-9]: 

The resulting frequency domain signal X(I2) is a one-dimensional representation of x(t) 

that details the amplitude and phase of the spectral components of the ST domain signal. 

The research presented in this thesis is concerned with the amplitude spectrum of the 

signals studied. The amplitude spectrum of X(O) is defined by [8]: 

and specifies the frequencies present in the signal. Of particular interest to this research 

is the region of support (ROS) of signals in the frequency domain. The ROS of X{Í2) is 

the domain of frequencies over which the amplitude spectrum contains non-zero values. 

That is, outside of the ROS, X{£2) is zero valued. 

The 3D Fourier transform is an extension of the one-dimensional transform 

given in equation (1.2). In order to translate a 3D signal x{t\,t2,h), te9î 3 , into the 

frequency domain, the 3D Fourier transform is calculated by [9]: 

X(Q , ,Q 2 ,Q 3 )= \\ Jjc(f„í 2,r 3)exp(-;(Qiíi +^2^ +^3^)^.^2^3 (I-4) 

OO 
X{a)= \ ;c(i)exp(- jQt)dt (1.2) 

— 00 

The resulting frequency domain signal X(Î2\,£k,fh), £2G9Î3, is a three-dimensional 

representation of the spectral components of A'(t), te9\ 3. The variables A , -̂ ¾, and 
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correspond to frequencies in the signal as measured parallel to the t\, tz, and ft axis 

respectively. In the case of a 3D video sequence, Q\ and 1¾ describe the frequency 

components within each frame of the sequence, and are often referred to as the spatial 

frequencies of the signal. Similarly, is referred to as the temporal frequency as it 

describes the frequency with which the image sequence changes over time. Taken 

together, £2\, Qi and 1¾ denote coordinates in 3D frequency space, or £2e9î3. As in the 

one-dimensional frequency domain, X(£i), Çie 9Î3, has an amplitude spectrum and phase 

spectrum. The amplitude spectrum of X(Cl), Qe9t3, is calculated using equation (1.3) , 

and the region of support of the 3D signal is described as a volume space within Cíe 9t3. 

1.1.3 A Brief Review of Linear Trajectory Signals 

The following is a brief review of linear trajectory signals. The intent of this 

review is to provide any reader unfamiliar with this class of multidimensional (MD) 

signal with the background information required to understand the objective of this 

thesis. The material discussed here will.be re-visited in greater detail in Chapter 2. 

The term linear trajectory signal is used to define the set of multidimensional 

signals having invariant values along a constant trajectory, or motion vector [1-5]. 

Examples of 3D linear trajectory signals are provided in Figure 1.1. In the field of 

video processing, LT signals are the set of images sequences in which there exists a 

visual object moving at uniform speed in a constant direction. Furthermore, any video 

sequence containing an object moving along a variable yet smooth trajectory can be 

subdivided into a series of local LT signals [2]. Therefore, the majority of objects found 

within a video sequence form 3D signals that may be approximated as LT signals. 

A key characteristic of LT signals is their frequency domain representation. It 

will be reviewed in Chapter 2 that the spectral components of a 3D LT signal are 

confined to a well-defined region of support in the 3D frequency domain. This ROS 

takes the form of a plane centred at the origin in <BG9Î3 [1-5]. Furthermore, the normal 

to this plane is in the same direction as the motion vector of the LT signal in the ST 

domain. Thus, any LT object within a video sequence forms a 3D signal that has a ROS 

in the frequency domain defined by a plane. This plane is centred at the origin and 

rotates about this point in accordance to the motion vector of the signal. 

http://will.be
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Figure 1.1: Examples of 3D Linear Trajectory Signals 

1.1.4 A Brief Review of the Frequency-Planar Filter 

The FP filter is an essential element to this thesis. Any discussion regarding the 

objectives of this thesis is not possible without first ensuring that the reader is aware of 

the fundamental properties of this multidimensional filter design. The following 

overview highlights key characteristics of the FP filter required to adequately explain 

the objectives of the research undertaken in this thesis. A more detailed review of this 

filter design is presented in Chapter 3. 

The frequency-planar filter is a 3D first-order recursive filter designed for the 

selective filtering of LT signals [1-3]. For the discussion presented in this introductory 

chapter, it is assumed that the FP filter possesses a passband that surrounds a resonant 

plane centred at the origin in frequency space, and that the orientation and bandwidth of 

this planar passband can be altered at any time. During the course of this thesis, it will 

be demonstrated that the above statement is not a completely accurate description of this 

digital filter in practice. However, the statement does represent the ideal planar filter 

design. This filter design is a strong candidate for selectively filtering LT signals 

because the planar passband of the FP filter can be aligned with the planar ROS of the 

linear trajectory signal in frequency space. The use of FP filters to selectively transmit 
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LT signals has been proven successful in past research [1-3]. The research to be 

presented in this thesis will attempt to build upon this prior success of FP filters. 

1.2 Statement of Problem 

The above background section provided a brief review concerning linear 

trajectory signals and frequency-planar filters. During this review, it was stated that a 

discrete 3D LT signal has a region of support in roe 9Î3 that is defined by a plane centred 

at the origin. Similarly, it was reviewed that the passband of the FP filter surrounds a 

plane also centred at the origin in Cue 9î\ Previous work has demonstrated [1-3] that the 

FP filter may be employed to selectively transmit a LT signal by aligning the passband 

of the filter with the planar ROS of the LT signal in coe9î3. Although this filtering 

technique has proven successful, there is room for improvement. Use of a FP filter to 

selectively filter LT signals requires precise knowledge of the motion vector of the LT 

signal. Recall that this motion vector determines the orientation of the ROS of the LT 

signal within Cûe9î3, and consequently the proper orientation of the FP filter passband. 

In most practical filter applications, however, exact knowledge concerning properties of 

the LT signal will not be available. Instead, it is most likely that only an estimate of the 

motion vector of the signal will be available to orientate the filter passband. Under 

these conditions, the planar passband of the FP filter is not the optimal design. 

Consider the case in which a linear trajectory signal with motion vector, v, is to 

be selectively filtered. The ROS of this LT signal is defined in eoe Si3 by a plane with a 

normal vector corresponding to v as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Under ideal filtering 

conditions, this signal would be transmitted using a FP filter orientated such that the 

normal to the filter passband, d, is equivalent to this motion vector. In this case, the 

linear trajectory signal is contained entirely within the filter passband as shown in 

Figure 1.3. This ideal filtering scenario will result in the entire LT signal being 

transmitted by the FP filter. 
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co : i . 

i \ 

ROS of LT signal 

CO: CO: 

cross-sectional view 

Figure 1.2: A Linear Trajectory Signal in 3D Frequency Space 

¿ti ¿ 

LT signal 

d=v 

coi' % 
\ \ x planar 

\ \ v passband 

planar 
passband 

ROS of LT signal cross-sectional view 

Figure 1.3: Filtering a Linear Trajectory Signal Under Ideal Conditions 
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Consider now the same LT signal under practical filtering conditions. For 

example, the LT signal may correspond to an object being tracked on a radar screen. In 

such a case, the motion vector of this LT signal is not known precisely, and must be 

estimated. It can be assumed that some discrepancy will exist between this estimated 

motion vector, v~, and the true motion vector of the signal, v. Under these conditions, 

attempting to selectively filter the LT signal by aligning the normal of the FP filter 

passband with the estimated motion vector will result in the LT signal becoming 

attenuated. The reason for this attenuation is a misalignment between the ROS of the 

LT signal and the filter passband in toe as depicted in Figure 1.4. In this figure, it 

can be seen that the high frequency components of the LT signal are no longer 

contained within the FP filter passband and will be attenuated. In video processing 

applications, this distortion is evident by a blurring and loss of edge definition in the 

transmitted LT signal. The objective of this thesis is to develop an improved means of 

selectively filtering 3D LT signals that will reduce attenuation in the transmitted signal 

caused by misalignment between the filter passband and the ROS of the LT signal. 

planar ROS of LT signal cross-sectional view 

C J 0 i í LT signal outside of 

planar 
passband 

passband 

Figure 1.4: Misalignment Between Filter Passband and LT Signal 
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One approach to reducing the high frequency attenuation of a LT signal 

described above is to alter the passband shape of the filter. The 3D FP filter design 

reviewed in the previous section was developed in order to selectively filter a single LT 

signal. However, when the motion vector of the LT signal to be filtered is not known 

precisely, a set of potential LT signals must be taken into account. That is, an estimated 

motion vector may correspond to a number of LT signals [4]. Given an estimated 

motion vector, v% it is assumed that the precise motion vector of the signal, v, will be 

located within the set of vectors that surround v~ as illustrated in Figure 1.5. In order to 

ensure that the LT signal is transmitted without distortion, it is sufficient to design a 3D 

passband in eoe 9t3 that encompasses the set of LT signals corresponding to the range of 

motion vectors illustrated in Fig 1.5. This design approach translates into a filter 

possessing a 3D wedge-shaped passband as depicted in Figure 1.6. The research to be 

presented in this thesis attempts to solve the problem of high frequency distortion in 

selectively filtered 3D LT signals by introducing a filter design with a passband that 

approximates this 3D wedge in coe9î\ 

Figure 1.5: Range of Potential Motion Vectors for a LT Signal 
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Figure 1.6: A 3D Wedge-Shaped Passband for Reducing 

High Frequency Attenuation 

1.3 State of the Art 

The concept of designing a filter to have a 3D wedge-shaped passband is not 

original. Kondo et al [4] have previously developed a 3D wedge filter, and have 

demonstrated that the wedge-shaped passband design does perform better than a 

uniform bandwidth planar passband when selectively filtering LT signals in practical 

filter applications [4][5]. This same research group has also proposed an optimal filter 

design [6] [10] for the filtering of linear trajectory signals. While both of these filter 

designs address the same problem as the work to be presented in this thesis, these 

designs do have their own drawbacks. In this section, these two filter designs will be 

reviewed. 

The 3D wedge filter proposed in [4] is a 3D FIR filter designed directly in the 

discrete domain. This design procedure results in a filter with a passband that 

approximates the desired 3D wedge-shape very closely, and as the filter is not based on 

an analog prototype, the passband is not subject to warping caused by the bilinear 

transform. It will be shown in Chapter 5 that the bilinear transform can be a major 
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source of distortion when filtering linear trajectory signals, therefore, avoiding this 

distortion is a definite advantage of the 3D FIR filter design approach. The 3D FIR 

wedge filter does however have a number of disadvantages. 

One disadvantage in using a 3D FIR filter design technique is computational 

complexity. 3D FIR filters are high order filters. The example design provided by 

Kondo et al was of order IOAÌOAÌO requiring 1000 calculations to be made for each 

output sample point, and for ten frames of the input signal to be stored at all times. This 

is a large increase in both computational complexity and storage requirements from the 

first-order 3D IIR filter. A second disadvantage, and the largest drawback, to this 3D 

FIR wedge filter design is that the design is static. That is, once the wedge-shaped 

passband has been orientated in eoe 9Î3, it cannot be altered [4]. In order to transmit a 

LT signal using the 3D FIR wedge filter, the input signal must be adapted to align with 

the passband of the filter [4]. Therefore, the input signal must be rotated prior to 

filtering so that the ROS of the LT signal is in alignment with the filter passband, and 

then the output signal must be rotated back following filtering. This is a very different 

scenario from the passband of the 3D IIR FP filter design that can be adapted in order to 

align with the ROS of the input signal. Adapting the signal to fit the filter passband not 

only requires a large number of calculations, it is also a guaranteed source of error. Any 

rotation performed on a discrete set of data will require some form of interpolation, and 

this will lead to distortions in the signal. Therefore, while the 3D FIR wedge filter 

approach used in [5] and [6] supports the concept of a wedge-shaped passband, this 

work also highlights why it is desirable to avoid the use of 3D FIR filters to construct 

this passband. 

The optimal filter introduced in [5] and further modified in [10] approaches the 

task of selectively filtering LT signals as a case specific problem. Instead of developing 

a generic filter design that may be applied to any signal, this method uses an 

optimization algorithm to adapt the filter design such that it provides the best results for 

the given input signal. For this reason, the optimal filter should provide superior 

performance over those filter designs that are not application specific. However, this 

does not guarantee that the optimal filter design is always the best choice. The optimal 

filter design discussed in [5] and [10] operates in the frequency domain. This requires 

the 3D input signal to be transformed into the frequency domain and then back into the 
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spatio-temporal domain following the filtering procedure, and this translation comes at 

a very high computational cost. Working in the frequency domain also requires that the 

signal be processed in blocks. That is, in order to apply the 3D FFT to an input signal, 

the value of that signal must be known over a period of time. While the optimal filter 

method will perform very well, this method of selectively filtering LT signals requires a 

large amount of memory and computations. Therefore, this method does not lend itself 

to real-time applications. For many applications, it would be preferable to find a 

generic, efficient solution to the problem of selectively filtering LT signals than to use 

this costly procedure. 

The results of these previous research projects suggest that pursuing a design for 

a filter possessing a 3D wedge-shaped passband is worthwhile. In each case, the 

modified design introduced demonstrated an improved capability to selectively filter 

linear trajectory signals over that of the uniform bandwidth FP filter reviewed earlier. 

However, these designs also have some significant restrictions including high 

computational costs and inflexibility in the design. 

1.4 Introduction of the Proposed Filter Bank Design 

The objective of the research presented in this thesis is to reduce high frequency 

attenuation in filtered LT signals by developing a 3D filter possessing a wedge-shaped 

passband. In the preceding section, a review of prior work stated that a 3D FIR wedge 

filter has been shown to successfully meet this objective. It is therefore important to 

establish the difference between this previous research and the work to be presented in 

this thesis. The main objective of this section is to provide the reader with an idea as to 

the where the background information to be covered in the following chapters is 

leading, and to the novelty of the research to be presented. 

In this thesis, a novel filter bank design will be introduced. This filter bank is 

comprised of a set of FP filters each with a ROS that has been band limited in ((D\,ah) 

toe 9Î2. That is, each FP filter within the filter bank design will have a region of support 

that encompasses a unique rectangular volume of toe 9t\ It is proposed that by band 

limiting the planar passband of these FP filters, the desired 3D wedge-shape passband in 
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COG 9Î 3 can be approximated in a piecewise manner. This is accomplished by selecting 

the bandwidth of each FP filter within the filter bank proportional to the distance 

between the ROS of the filter and the origin in eoe 9Î3. Thus, a FP filter with a ROS at 

low frequencies in eoe 9Î3 will possess a narrower bandwidth than a FP filter with a ROS 

at higher frequencies. Figure 1.7 illustrates one example of this piecewise 

approximation to a 3D wedge-shaped passband. This proposed design is hereafter 

referred to as the non-uniform bandwidth frequency-planar filter bank, or NUB-FP filter 

bank. 

It is anticipated that the NUB-FP filter bank design will demonstrate an 

improved ability to selectively filter a linear trajectory signal over the uniform 

bandwidth FP filter for the practical filtering conditions outlined in section 1.2. As the 

NUB-FP filter bank utilizes the 3D IIR frequency-planar filter design, the NUB-FP 

filter bank will be a much more flexible design and less computationally complex than 

the 3D FIR wedge filter discussed in section 1.3. Most importantly, because the IIR FP 

filter can be orientated to pass an arbitrary input LT signal, the system does not need to 

manipulate the input signal as in the case of the 3D FIR wedge filter design reviewed 

earlier. To the author's knowledge, the proposed NUB-FP filter bank design is the first 

3D recursive filter to possess a wedge-shaped passband. 

Figure 1.7: Approximation of a 3D Wedge-Shaped Passband 
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1.5 Thesis Outline 

The work presented in this thesis is arranged as follows. To begin, a more 

detailed examination of linear trajectory signals and the frequency-planar filter will be 

provided. Chapter 2 will focus on linear trajectory signals. The chapter will provide an 

extensive review of this class of 3D signals including a discussion on LT signals in the 

mixed transform/ST domain, and aliasing in discrete LT signals. In Chapter 3, the 

design and implementation of 3D frequency-planar filters will be reviewed. The review 

in Chapter 3 will also include the topic of stability in MD filter design. 

Chapters 4 through 6 will cover the novel work in this thesis. This new material 

will begin with the introduction of a non-uniform bandwidth FP filter bank design in 

Chapter 4. It will be demonstrated that this proposed NUB-FP filter bank design is 

successful in creating a 3D passband that closely approximates the desired 3D wedge 

shape outlined in this introduction. Chapter 5 will introduce a pre-warp algorithm to 

further improve the NUB-FP filter bank design. This chapter will demonstrate that the 

passband of the FP filter is prone to warping caused by the bilinear transform, and that 

the impact of distortion can be reduced for the NUB-FP filter bank design yielding an 

improved filter bank performance. This work will be followed by a final series of tests 

in Chapter 6. In this chapter, the performance of the NUB-FP filter bank design will be 

compared with the performance of the uniform bandwidth FP filter design when 

filtering a LT signal as it is being tracked through a range of environments. 

The final two chapters of this thesis focus on measuring the overall success of 

the proposed NUB-FP filter bank in achieving the goal of selectively filtering LT 

signals with reduced high frequency attenuation, and on future work that may be 

enhance the filter design. This future work will concentrate on possible methods that 

may be used to reduce the computational complexity of the NUB-FP filter bank design 

as well as changes to the filter passband that may improve performance. 
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Chapter 2 

A Review of Linear Trajectory Signals 

Linear trajectory signals are a class of multidimensional signal often found in 

video processing applications. As the aim of the research to be presented in this thesis 

is to develop a technique to selectively filter these signals, it is important to review the 

properties of LT signals. The concept of linear trajectory signals was briefly reviewed 

in the introductory chapter, however, very little detail or explanation was provided. 

This chapter is dedicated to a more detailed review of LT signals. The objective of this 

chapter is to acquaint the reader with a number of key attributes of linear trajectory 

signals, and to further the discussion begun in Chapter 1 concerning potential 

applications of the work to be presented in later chapters. 

This chapter will begin with a review of LT signals in the spatio-temporal 

domain. This review will include a definition of 3D linear trajectory signals, and will 

provide examples of some signal processing applications where these signals can be 

found. Following this review, focus will shift to other means of representing LT signals. 

A review will be provided concerning key characteristics of linear trajectory signals in 

both the 3D frequency domain, and the combined transform/spatio-temporal domain 

also known as the MixeD. Finally, this chapter will conclude by examining the concept 

of multidimensional aliasing with respect to sampled LT signals. 

2.1 Defining Linear Trajectory Signals in the Spatio-Temporal Domain 

The objective of this section is to provide a review of linear trajectory signals in 

the spatio-temporal (ST) domain. An M-dimensional (M>\) signal x(t), te9l M , is a 

linear trajectory signal if the signal possesses an invariant value along a constant 

direction vector \=[v¡,V2,...vm] in the spatio-temporal domain [1-5][11]. That is, the 

directional derivative of x(t) with respect to v is zero over the entire region of support of 

the signal 
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dv 
0 V t e 9 T (2.1) 

The above is a general definition that extends to a wide variety of MD signals. 

As has been stated previously, this thesis focuses on 3D image sequences, or video 

signals. In these applications, the term LT signal refers to the set of 3D image 

sequences composed of a 2D spatial object moving with constant velocity. That is, a 

sequence of frames each containing the same 2D object, and with the spatial location of 

this 2D object changing at a set rate and direction between each consecutive frame 

throughout the sequence. When working with LT signals in video sequences, the 

direction vector, v, is often referred to as the motion vector of the linear trajectory signal 

[1-3]. 

2.1.1 Linear Trajectory Signals in 3D Video Applications 

As this thesis is concerned with the selective filtering of linear trajectory signals, 

it is important to highlight some of the potential applications for this work. Thus far, a 

definition of 3D LT signals has been provided that limits the existence of these signals 

to the set of 3D image sequences that contain a 2D object moving in a straight line and 

at constant speed. The range of applications that involve this limited set of video 

signals is small in number. In order to understand why the ability to filter 3D LT 

signals is of practical use, it is necessary to first expand the definition of these signals to 

include a larger range of video sequences. 

The set of 3D image sequences classified as linear trajectory signals is increased 

by taking into account smooth optical flow (SOF) [11]. The term smooth optical flow is 

used to describe motion that appears continuous and smooth to the human visual system 

[11]. It is a widely held assumption that the trajectory of any object moving with SOF 

may be described by a time series of local linear trajectories [2][3][11]. That is, if the 

movement of an object within a video sequence is perceived to be continuous and 

smooth, that object may be considered to form a sequence of LT signals each with a 

localized region of support as depicted in Figure 2.1. This assumption is the basis of 

many video compression techniques such an MPEG encoding [6], and expands the 

range of applications for LT signal processing techniques to include any video signal 
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possessing a visual object with smooth motion. The success of the work presented in 

[2][3] supports this SOF assumption. 

smooth trajectory 

local linear 
trajectory 

^ * » * * ******** 

/ 
V V 

Figure 2.1: Chordal Approximation to Smooth Motion 

Taking into account the above SOF assumption, LT signals can be found in 

numerous signal processing fields presenting many practical applications for the filter 

design to be proposed in this thesis. For example, linear trajectory signals can be found 

throughout radar and sonar signals. Every object within a radar or sonar signal can be 

classified as a LT signal. Therefore, the ability to selectively filter LT signals could be 

applied to the field of radar tracking by isolating one object of interest from noise and 

other objects. The ability to isolate individual objects from a video sequence also has 

applications in fields such as computer vision, or biomedical imaging. In addition to 

isolating moving objects, the filter design to be introduced in this work may be used to 

detect motion making it useful in security systems. These are a few examples of 

applications for the work to be introduced in this thesis. 
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2.2 Review of Linear Trajectory Signals in the Frequency Domain 

The previous section concentrated on a review of linear trajectory signals in the 

spatio-temporal domain. The objective of this section is to review the properties of LT 

signals in the frequency domain. The main focus of this review will concern the region 

of support of LT signals in 3D frequency space. It is important for the reader to 

understand this property of 3D LT signals as the material reviewed in this section will 

be used throughout the remainder of this thesis in the development of the proposed filter 

bank design. 

To understand how a 3D LT signal translates from the ST domain into the 3D 

frequency domain, consider the case in which a linear trajectory signal has the motion 

vector v=[0,0,l] as displayed in Figure 2.2a. This specific case is referred to as a static 

LT signal, xsTATic(t), because the signal is invariant over all time. That is, in the case of 

a video sequence, the spatial location of the 2D object within the image sequence is 

constant. The frequency domain representation, XSTATIC(Œ), Qe9t\ of the signal is 

obtained by calculating the 3D Fourier transform [9] 

X STATIC 1 ' ̂  2 ' ̂  3 ) — 2 (,,(, .i, {A STATIC (*1 ' ' ̂ 3 )} 

= r r r AsrAT/c (̂ 1̂ 2 ̂ 3)^(-7(^^1+q2?2+^3^3)^1^2^, (2.2) 

The static signal is invariant along /3, and therefore equation (2.2) simplifies to 

X S 7 . j 4 7 . / c ( Q 1 , Û 2 ) Q 3 ) = ^ ( a 3 ) £ £ j r S 7 . A r / c ( í 1 , í 2 , Q 3 ) e x p ( - /(íV, + tl2t2))dtldt2 (2.3a) 

= X{Qì,Q2,iì3)S{Cìì) (2.3b) 

= X{iì)S(yiìT) (2.3c) 

The static LT signal XSTATIC(£2) in equation (2.3) has a well-defined region of support in 

Qe 9Î3. This ROS is described by a plane that passes through the origin with its normal 

directed along the Q¡ axis as shown in Figure 2.2b. The result illustrated in Fig 2.2 is 

important because it demonstrates that the static LT signal has a specific ROS in 

frequency space. However, in order to be useful in the design of a filter capable of 
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selectively transmitting any 3D LT signal, it is necessary to expand this result to include 

all LT signals. 

a) A Static LT Signal in the 3D Spatio-Temporal Domain 

Q A Â 

V 

/ 

b) Planar ROS of a Static LT Signal in the 3D Frequency Domain 

Figure 2.2: A Static 3D Linear Trajectory Signal 
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To extend the above result to include any linear trajectory signal, consider the 

LT signal, AiT(t) t e9 î \ with an arbitrary direction vector v=[v/,V2,v?] as displayed in 

Figure 2.3a. This signal arbitrary LT signal may be described in terms of the previous 

static signal, ASTATIC(Í), rotated about the t\ axis by 6 and the h axis by ¢. Therefore, 

ALT(t) may be defined by [6]: 

where, 

and 

xLT (t) = x STATIC (Rt) 

R - R0 R 0 

" 1 0 0 
0 cos<9 sine1 

0 -sine? cosí? 

cos^ 0 sm¢ 
0 1 0 

- s i n ^ 0 cos0 

6 = tan"1 y 

¢ = tan"1 (f) 

(2.4) 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

(2.5c) 

(2.5d) 

(2.5e) 

As the Fourier transform is a linear operation [7], a rotation in the ST domain results in 

the same rotation in the frequency domain 

A-(Rt)^ X(RQ) (2.6a) 

and therefore the signal Xu(£i) will be a rotated version of the static signal 

XLT{ïï)=XSTATIC{RSl) (2.6b) 

as shown in Figure 2.3b. Therefore, the region of support for a LT signal with an 

arbitrary motion vector will be a plane centred at the origin in Qe9î 3 . This plane is 

defined by 



Q,v, +Q 2 v 2 +£23v3 =0 

and has a normal parallel to the motion vector of the ST signal. 

(2. 

b) ROS of a LT Signal in the 3D Frequency Domain 

Figure 2.3: A 3D Linear Trajectory Signal with an Arbitrary Motion Vector 
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The review of LT signals in the 3D frequency domain provided in this section 

demonstrated a key property of this class of signals. The ROS of a 3D LT signal in 

Q G 9 Î 3 is defined by a plane centred at the origin with a normal vector in the same 

direction as the motion vector of the LT signal. Therefore, given the motion vector of a 

3D linear trajectory signal, it is possible to locate the energy of this signal within the 

frequency domain. It is this frequency domain property of the LT signal that will be 

used to guide the research in this thesis. 

2.3 Review of Linear Trajectory Signals in the MixeD 

The review presented in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 provided a description of linear 

trajectory signals in the spatio-temporal domain, and the frequency domain respectively. 

A third method of representing LT signals of interest to the work presented in this thesis 

is the combined transform/spatio-temporal domain, or MixeD representation [12-14]. 

The following is a brief review of MixeD signals, and the properties of linear trajectory 

signals when translated into the MixeD. 

A MixeD signal is defined as any M-dimensional signal (M>1) that has been 

transformed over P dimensions (P<M) [12][13]. In many applications, the MixeD 

approach to signal processing holds an advantage over signal processing in the ST 

domain and the transform domain. This is particularly true in the case of object 

detection in a 3D video sequence, or estimating the motion vector of a LT signal. Such 

applications often require a priori knowledge when approached in the ST domain, or 

require a large amount of memory and high computational costs when solved in the 3D 

frequency domain [12] [13]. In such cases, it may be advantageous to consider the 

MixeD representation of a signal. 

Although the term MixeD refers to any combination of transform/spatio-

temporal signal, the most useful form of a MixeD linear trajectory signal is obtained by 

transforming the 3D ST signal over its two spatial dimensions (t\, ti) by means of the 

2D Fourier transform 
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A >0 = 3;. JA<?, , í2 , í3 )} 

= ££^1^2^3 )^(-7(^/ 1 +^2^)^,3^ (2.8) 

This is the assumed form for all subsequent MixeD LT signals to be presented in this 

thesis. 

As stated previously, the MixeD representation of a LT signal can be useful in 

applications such as signal tracking [10][12][15-17]. This is due to a unique property of 

LT signals in the MixeD. Consider the LT signal x(t) with an arbitrary motion vector 

v=[v/,V2,\'J(]. At any given time, tj=to, this signal has the MixeD representation 

X-Mix("i>^2''o)= £ £ * ( ' i . ' 2 . Ü e x p ( - / ( í y , + Q2t2))dtidt2 (2.9) 

Due to the constant velocity of the signal, at any future time, h=to+T, the signal may be 

described in terms of the signal at io having undergone a spatial shift: 

Áh>t2,t0+r)= 4 > - ( ^ K r 2 -(77)^^0) (2.10) 

Making use of the Fourier transform shifting property [7], this spatial shift translates in 

the MixeD to 

X A f f f ( Q 1 , Q 2 , í 0 + T ) = X i f „ ( Q p u 2 , í 0 ) e x p ( - ; ^ I ^ + n 2^)r) (2.11a) 

and from equation (2.7) 

*m,x (^. .«2 >f<> + A = x m , x (Qi.Û 2 . 'o )exp(yQ3r) (2.1 lb) 

Therefore, a LT signal transformed to the MixeD is a complex sinusoid. The frequency 

of this MixeD signal is determined by the motion vector of the LT signal. The above 

result has found application in fields such as signal tracking [10][12][15-17]. This 

property of LT signals will be re-visited in Chapter 6 along with a method of tracking 

LT signals using the MixeD form of the signal. 
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2.4 Review of Sampled Linear Trajectory Signals 

To this point, the discussion of LT signals has been limited to continuous 

domain signals. Continuous signals are defined along a continuum of time and space, 

and thus, represented by the continuous variables te9 î 3 [7] [11]. However, the research 

to be presented in this thesis deals with the design and implementation of discrete 

filters. Working with discrete filters requires the use of discrete domain signals. A 

discrete domain 3D ST signal is defined for a set of isolated points neZ3 [7][11], and is 

constructed by sampling a continuous domain signal at defined intervals. Although the 

properties of LT signals reviewed to this point apply to both discrete and continuous 

linear trajectory signals, there are characteristics unique to discrete 3D LT signals 

particularly with respect to aliasing. This section will review the effect sampling has on 

linear trajectory signals emphasizing the concept of 3D aliasing. 

The 3D discrete signal x[n] is produced by sampling a continuous signal xa(t) as 

follows 

x{n) = xa{Yn) (2.12) 

where V is the sampling matrix [9] composed of three linearly independent vectors 

h = V l , i n i + V l , 2 n 2 + V l , 3 n 3 

t2 =v 2 1n, +v22n2 +v 2 3 n 3 (2.13a) 

h =
 V 3 \ N \ + V 3 2H2 +

 V 3 3 ^ 3 

V = [v jv 2 | v 3 ] (2.13b) 

In the field of video processing, the two most common sampling matrices are the 3D 

rectangular grid, and the field interlaced grid [6]. Unless stated otherwise, it is assumed 

that all discrete signals have been sampled via the rectangular sampling matrix 

throughout this thesis. This sampling matrix is defined as [6] [9] 

1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 

(2.14) 
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The ST domain representation of the sampled signal A'[n] is directly related to 

the analog signal xa(t) by equations (2.12) and (2.14). Similarly, it can be shown that 

the frequency domain representation of this sampled signal is directly related to the 

frequency domain representation of its analog counterpart. Recall that in Section 2.2, 

the frequency domain representation of a 3D continuous domain signal was found by 

application of the 3D Fourier transform 

X ( ) ( n , , Q 2 , Q , ) = J J Jx(f p ^,r 3 )exp(- / (Q.f ,+ÍV 2 + Q.3t3))dtldt2dt3 (2.15a) 

It is also possible to completely describe xa(t) in terms of X 0(£2) through the inverse MD 

Fourier transform [9] 

*a . T2 - h ) = —l-j } J Jx fl ( Q , , Q 2 , Q 3 )exP (j(altl + a2t2 + a 3r 3 ))do. , ¿a 2 3 

(2.15b) 

Similarly, the discrete signal x[n] and its discrete frequency domain representation X(co) 

are related by the discrete 3D Fourier transform [9] 

X(œi,m2,œ3) = ^^^x[nx,n2,ni]zxç(- jico^ +co2n2 +ú)3n3)) (2.16a) 
n{ n2 "3 

and its inverse 

x[nìn2,nì]= — f f \X a (ü)l, co2 ,co} )exp (j(co^nx + co^ n2 + a>3n3 ))d(Oxdco1dcol 

8^-3 -Í-Í-Í 

(2.16b) 

It can be shown [9] that by combining equations (2.12), (2.15) and (2.16) the 

relationship between X{(ù) and Xa(Si) is given by 
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(2.17) 

where U is the periodicity matrix [9] defined as 

U r V = 2M (2.18) 

The result in equation (2.17) demonstrates that the sampled LT signal in the frequency 

domain is a periodic 3D signal with periodicity U. This is demonstrated in 2D for the 

case of the rectangular sampling grid in Figure 2.4. The periodic repetitions of X(Q) are 

referred to as the replica [14]. 

Figure 2.4: Representation of a Discrete Domain 2D Signal in the 
Frequency Domain 

2.4.1 A Review of 3D Aliasing 
One important effect sampling can have on a signal is the introduction of 

aliasing. Aliasing is a source of distortion present in a discrete domain signal when the 

Nyquist condition is violated. That is, the continuous domain signal is sampled at a rate 

less than twice the highest frequency present along the sampling path. This 

undersampling results in high frequency components of the signal to be translated into 
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low frequency components in the sampled signal causing distortion. The following is a 

review of aliasing as it pertains to 3D LT signals. 

Sampling a 3D analog signal will result in a 3D discrete signal denoted by x[n] 

possessing a periodic frequency domain representation X(co). This periodic signal in 

toe 9t3 is composed of the analog transform X(Q) replicated according to a periodicity 

matrix U. In the case of discrete 3D signals, aliasing is defined to be present if any 

energy from the replicated versions of X(Q) is found to be within the same volume of 

frequency space as the original signal X(£l). To avoid aliasing, it is therefore necessary 

that the signal X(Q) be band limited to [9] 

Xa(Si) = 0 for | i l |> |U| (2.19) 

In the case of rectangular sampling, this ROS corresponds to the Nyquist volume 

defined by 

- 7t < Q,< K for i = 1,2,3 (2.20) 

If the region of support for the pre-sampled signal extends outside of the Nyquist 

volume in frequency space, aliasing may be present in the sampled signal. In the case 

of video processing, it is impractical to assume that a scene can be captured without 

some form of aliasing. In order to satisfy equation (2.19) and prevent aliasing, it would 

be necessary for an object with sharp edges to be sampled at an infinite frequency. As 

this is impossible, the majority of video sequences will contain some distortion in the 

form of either spatial, or temporal aliasing. The following is a discussion on the 

practical implications of having aliasing present in an image sequence. 

The most common form of aliasing in a video sequence is spatial aliasing. This 

aliasing is due to undersampling the image sequence in the spatial domain causing 

interference between neighbouring replica located in the (co\,ûh) plane. Spatial aliasing 

may be observed in individual frames of a video sequence in the form of jagged edges 

[6]. Filtering digital images to smooth these jagged edges can reduce the visual impact 

of spatial aliasing. However, this form of aliasing will be present in almost every video 

signal. While not as prevalent as spatial aliasing, temporal aliasing will occur when a 
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video signal is not sampled at a high enough rate temporally. If the frame rate used to 

capture the image sequence is too slow for the movement present, the interference will 

occur between neighbouring replica in Oh,. As with spatial aliasing, temporal aliasing 

can be observed in a number of video sequences. This source of distortion may result 

in discontinuous motion, or even incorrect motion. An example of the latter form of 

temporal aliasing would be observing a video sequence containing a wheel in which the 

spokes appear to rotate in the opposite direction from the rim [18]. 

2.4.2 Aliasing in Sampled 3D Linear Trajectory Signals 

The intent of this review is to examine how aliasing may hinder the ability to 

faithfully filter sampled LT signals. Recall that the ROS of a LT signal is defined by a 

plane in Qe 9\3, and this region of support is of infinite extent. When a 3D LT signal is 

sampled, the discrete LT signal is represented in Cue 9Î 3 by a series of these planes. Due 

to their infinite extent, the replicated planes of a discrete LT signal extend into the 

Nyquist box in coe9î3. A cross-sectional view of this LT signal aliasing is depicted in 

Figure 2.5. In this figure, the discrete LT signal is not represented by a single plane in 

the frequency domain, but a set of parallel planes. These additional planes, denoted by 

the dashed lines in Fig 2.5, represent aliasing within the LT signal caused by the ROS of 

replica planes extending outside the Nyquist volume. The number of alias planes 

present in a LT signal, and the orientation of these planes is determined by the motion 

vector of the signal. The perpendicular distance I between any two planes is given by: 

/ = 2*T==- (2.21) 
Irli 

where vm,„ is the non-zero component of v of minimum magnitude. 

Although aliasing will be present in 3D LT signals, the majority of the energy of 

the signal will be contained within the central plane in coe9î3 provided the signal is 

sampled at a high rate. In this case, the aliased components of the LT signal do not 

represent a significant portion of the signal. However, the existence of extended replica 

planes within the Nyquist volume will prevent the possibility of completely recovering 

a LT signal using any of the methods presented. The FP filter and consequently the 
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NUB-FP filter bank are designed to transmit only the central plane of the discrete LT 

signal and not the alias planes reviewed in this section. The loss of these aliased 

components will prevent the entire LT signal from being transmitted using these 

filtering techniques. How large of an effect this signal loss will have upon a video 

sequence is entirely dependent upon the sampling rate and LT motion vector. In most 

cases, this loss of signal energy will be minimal, but it can lead to some blurring and 

loss of edge definition in the transmitted LT video sequence. 

Figure 2.5 Cross-Sectional View of a Discrete LT Signal 

in the 3D Frequency Domain 

2.5 Summary 

Linear trajectory signals represent an important class of multi-dimensional 

signals. Three-dimensional LT signals are commonly found in video processing 

applications ranging from biomedical imaging to computer vision. The objective of this 

chapter was to review many key properties of these signals, and to provide the reader 

with some examples of applications for a filter capable of selectively transmitting these 

signals. 
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The chapter began with a review of LT signals in the spatio-temporal domain, 

and discussed the widely held assumption that 3D image sequences consisting of a 2D 

object moving in a smooth manner may be described by a set of 3D LT signals. Next, 

the properties of LT signals were reviewed for the frequency domain and mixed spatio-

temporal/frequency domain, or MixeD. The review focused on the concept that a LT 

signal has a planar region of support in the 3D frequency domain, and is represented by 

a complex sinusoid in the MixeD. The former is the key property of LT signals used in 

the development of filtering techniques such as the proposed NUB-FP filter bank, while 

the latter property of LT signals is useful in applications such as tracking these signals. 

Finally, this chapter provided a review of MD sampling and the problems of 3D aliasing 

that occur when working with discrete LT signals. 
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Chapter 3 

A Review of the Frequency-Planar Filter 

Chapter 2 provided a review of the linear trajectory signals. In this review, it 

was stated that a 3D LT signal has a planar shaped region of support in the frequency 

domain. This planar ROS is centred at the origin in eoe 9Ì , and the normal to the plane 

is orientated in the same direction as the motion vector of the LT signal. Therefore, one 

approach to selectively filtering LT signals is to design a filter that possesses a plane-

shaped passband. This chapter will review one such filter design known as the 

frequency-planar (FP) filter. The FP filter is a 3D recursive filter possessing a passband 

that surrounds a plane centred at the origin in frequency space. This filter design has 

been shown to successfully transmit LT signals [1-3], and represents a fundamental 

component of the research to be presented in this thesis. The FP filter reviewed in this 

chapter is the primary element of the novel filter bank design to be introduced in 

Chapter 4. 

The objective of this chapter is to provide a review of the frequency-planar 

filter. In order to understand how this 3D recursive filter design was developed, the 

chapter will begin by reviewing the concept of filter stability. This review will cover 

the traditional criterion of stability for multidimensional recursive, or infinite impulse 

response (IIR) filters, and demonstrate how this criterion for MD stability fails to 

consider practical filter applications. This will be followed by a review of a second less 

restrictive definition of stability for use in MD filter design. The chapter will conclude 

by reviewing how this practical definition of MD filter stability was used to develop the 

frequency-planar filter, and discuss the key attributes of this FP filter design. 

3.1 A Review of Multidimensional Stability and Filter Design 

Stability is a crucial issue in the design of recursive filters. While many well-

known design techniques have been developed to produce amplitude bounded-input-

bounded-output (BIBO) stable one-dimensional IIR filters, designing multidimensional 

recursive filters that adhere to the conventional definitions of filter stability remains a 
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daunting task. Procedures developed to test MD recursive filters for conventional BIBO 

stability require a large number of computations, and fail to provide any effective 

guidelines for efficiently designing BIBO stable filters [19]. 

This section focuses on methods used to design and test multidimensional 

recursive filters for BIBO stability. First, the concept of conventional BIBO stability is 

reviewed along with common techniques used to test systems for conventional BIBO 

stability. This review highlights the difficulties associated with designing conventional 

BIBO stable MD filters, and the impractical constraints of this stability criterion. Next, 

the concept of practical-BIBO stability is reviewed. Practical-BIBO stability is a less 

restrictive definition of MD stability that takes into account the properties of practical 

multidimensional signals. The section concludes with a review on how this less 

restrictive stability definition has been used to develop a method for designing IIR 

filters in multiple dimensions. 

The discussion provided in this section does assume that the reader has some 

prior knowledge concerning system stability, and the i-transform representation of 

systems. The objective of the following review is to help the reader understand 

difficulties associated with MD filter design by examining how the concept of BIBO 

stability translates from one-dimensional applications into higher dimensions. Much of 

this discussion relies on discussing filters in terms of their ::-transform representation. If 

the reader requires additional information, material concerning these topics can be 

found in most signal processing textbooks including [7] and [20][21]. 

3.1.1 A Review of BIBO Stability of MD LSI Systems 

A system for which any amplitude bounded input signal will produce an 

amplitude bounded output signal is said to possess BIBO stability [7][9][20][21]. This 

is the most widely accepted stability requirement in filter design as it ensures a bounded 

response to any practical input signal. This bounded input-bounded output concept 

leads to the well-known criterion that a causal ID linear shift-invariant (LSI) filter is 

BIBO stable if and only if the filter impulse response, h[n], is absolutely summable 

[7][9][20][21] 

f > [ « ] | = S, 5<oo (3.1) 
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Although determining if the summation in equation (3.1) converges is often feasible, it 

is usually far simpler to work with the z-transform representation of a system. The z-

transform for a 1D system is given by 

//(2) = — (3.2) 
B(z) 

where A(z) and B(z) represent single variable polynomials. It can be shown [9] that the 

BIBO stability criterion given in equation (3.1) translates into the theorem that the 

necessary and sufficient conditions for stability in a ID system is that [7][9][20] 

B(z)*0 for \z\>\ (3.3) 

This is an important result in ID filter design. The BIBO stability theorem in equation 

(3.3) provides a straightforward guideline for the design and analysis of IIR filters based 

upon the location of the roots of B(z) within the .-plane. 

When extending the concept of conventional BIBO stability to the case of 

multidimensional signal processing, the same basic theory is applied. That is, in order 

to guarantee that any bounded input signal will produce a bounded output signal, the 

impulse response of the system must be shown to be absolutely summable. Therefore, 

an M-dimensional filter is stable in the conventional BIBO sense if and only if 

[9][19][22] 

Sl*[« i .»2 . • • • ,¾] = S, S<oo (3.4) 
ni=0rt2

=0 nM =0 

This infinite sum of infinite sums is not a practical approach to testing a filter for 

stability. As in the ID case, it is desirable to develop a means of determining if a MD 

filter meets the criterion of BIBO stability through the analysis of the filter transfer 

function. In the case of an M-dimensional system, the z-transform representation of the 

system is denoted by 

A/ (z , , z 2 , . . . , z M ) - —; —— (3.5) 
XJ(Z¡, Z2 ZM ) 
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where A(z\,z2,...,zu) and £(:: 1,22,..-,-M) represent polynomials consisting of M variables 

[9]. A number of theorems [9][19] [22] have been proposed for establishing if a MD 

filter meets the stability requirement given by equation (3.4). Unfortunately, the 

guidelines provided by these theorems often prove to be ineffective for designing a MD 

recursive filter. 

The difficulties encountered in testing a MD filter for conventional BIBO 

stability may be demonstrated by considering the widely accepted stability criterion 

developed by Shanks and Justice [22]. This theorem states that a causal 

(h[nltn2,...,nM] = 0 for n¡ <0 i = 1,2,..., M ) MD filter is BIBO stable if and only if 

B{Zl,z2,...,zM)*0 for |.-,|>1 i = 1,2,..., Af (3.6) 

The stability theorem proposed by Shanks and Justice is similar to the one-

dimensional BIBO stability theorem given by equation (3.3). However, unlike the case 

of ID BIBO stability, testing that a MD filter adheres to the criterion given in equation 

(3.6) is a complicated task. For example, consider the case of a 2D filter design. In 

order to prove that equation (3.6) has been satisfied, it is necessary to implicitly map the 

unit circle in the zi-plane into the z2-plane [19][22]. This implicit mapping is achieved 

by solving the equation 5(-1,^)=0 for as many selections of |z,| = l as possible. 

Following this large number of computations, the results of the implicit mapping will 

provide the designer only with the knowledge that the filter is stable, or unstable. The 

method provides no indication as to why the design passes (or fails) this test. Therefore, 

any alterations to the filter design will require the entire process of implicit mapping 

and all of its calculations to be repeated for the modified design. 

The above stability criterion by Shanks and Justice is just one example as to 

how a MD filter design may be tested for conventional BIBO stability. It is, however, 

the fundamental theorem in testing for MD stability [9]. While simplified versions of 

the above criterion exist [9] [19], these stability theorems are mainly concerned with 

reducing the computational complexity of the above theorem. None of the methods 

provided in [9] [19][22] address the issue of designing for stability. That is, finding a 

method of MD filter design that will guarantee conventional BIBO stability [19]. 
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3.1.2 A Review of Practical-BIBO Stability ofMD LSI Systems 

The previous section reviewed problems associated with ascertaining if a 

recursive MD filter possesses conventional BIBO stability. Although a number of 

theorems exist, these methods all require a large number of computations. More 

importantly, they fail to provide any insight as to how design changes may alter the 

stability of a filter. In this section, attention will be turned to the concept of practical-

BIBO stability [23] [24]. Practical-BIBO stability is a less restrictive definition of 

stability for MD systems and one for which design techniques have been developed. 

The key difference between practical-BIBO stability and the conventional 

concept of BIBO stability is found in the way the two standards define a MD input 

signal. The conventional BIBO stability criterion given by equation (3.4) assumes the 

input signal to be spatially unbounded. That is, the input signal is considered to be of 

infinite duration in every dimension. This is a very restrictive measure that does not 

take into account the nature of MD signals in practical situations. In any realisable 

signal processing application, the signal of interest cannot be of infinite duration in 

more than one dimension. For example, consider the case of a filter designed for a 

video signal application. The conventional definition of BIBO stability insists that the 

case be considered for an input signal composed of an infinite number of frames, rows 

and columns. Such a signal can only exist in theory, as it is physically impossible to 

store, or display a spatially unbound video signal. This impracticality is the catalyst for 

re-defining the MD stability criterion to practical-BIBO stability. 

Under practical-BIBO stability, it is assumed that any M-dimensional signal 

must be of finite duration in M-l dimensions while of infinite duration in only the one 

remaining dimension [23][24]. A LSI system is said to be stable in the practical-BIBO 

sense if and only if 

Ü - £ ' ËM"»»2,-,«M] = S, 5 < O O , W ; < O O (3.7) 
/¡i =0 n2 =0 nM _] =0 nM =0 

This stability criterion may be expressed in terms of the --transform function by [23] 

B{0,...,0,:k ,0,...,0)^0 for \zk\<\ k = 1,2,...,M (3.8) 
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Note that by forcing the input signal to be partially bounded, the task of testing for 

stability in a M-dimensional system has been reduced from solving a polynomial with M 

variables to solving a set of M single-variable polynomials. Not only is this a simpler 

means of testing for stability, the practical-BIBO stability criterion given by equation 

(3.8) also leads to a filter design technique. 

3.1.3 A Review of Designing for Practical-BIBO Stability 

Digital filters are often designed by means of an analog prototype filter. It has 

been shown [23][24] that there exists such an analog prototype filter for the design of 

practical-BIBO stable MD recursive filters. This prototype consists of an M -

dimensional reactance 2 port terminated in a strictly dissipative load as shown in Figure 

3.1 [24]. Following the bilinear transform, the voltage-transfer function for this 

network leads to a digital filter guaranteed to be stable under practical conditions. Proof 

that this passive network guarantees practical-BIBO stability is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. Instead, an intuitive argument for the stability of this prototype is presented 

based on simple circuit analysis. 

s¿L l/s.C 

Figure 3.1: The M-dimensional 2 Port 

The individual elements of the multidimensional reactance 2 port in Fig 3.1 are 

defined to be single-variable components that are both passive, and lossless. Therefore, 

the system output may be considered as a superposition of these M single-variable 
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signals [24]. Examined independently, these single-variable elements within the 

reactance 2 port are modeled as ideal inductors, or capacitors, and combine with the 

resistive load at the output port to from M conventionally BIBO stable ID RC, or RL 

circuits. As these ID RC and RL circuits are known to be BIBO stable, the overall 

output signal will be a summation of M amplitude bounded signals. A summation of a 

finite number of finite signals will produce a finite result. Therefore, the output signal 

of this structure will be amplitude bounded. This is essentially the theorem stated in 

equation (3.8). 

The above argument demonstrates that the M-dimensional network in Fig.3.1 is 

stable under specific conditions. In order for the superposition within the argument to 

be valid, the M-dimensional input signal to the network must have a bounded region of 

support in M-l dimensions. Thus, the network is considered practical-BIBO stable, but 

it may fall short of the necessary conditions for conventional BIBO stability. 

3.2 Review of the 3D Frequency-Planar Filter 

The previous section reviewed how the concept of practical-BIBO stability has 

led to a viable means of designing MD recursive filters for application in fields where 

the input signal is known to have a bounded ROS. One such field is 3D video signal 

processing. A video sequence possesses a finite number of pixels within each frame 

limiting the ROS of the 3D signal in the two spatial dimensions. Thus, practical-BIBO 

stability is a sufficient condition to place on a filter designed for video applications. 

The objective of this section is to review one such practical-BIBO stable filter design 

known as the frequency-planar filter. This filter is a 3D first-order IIR filter developed 

to selectively filter LT signals in video application. The FP filter is of great importance 

to the work to be presented in this thesis as this filter forms the main building block of 

the filter bank design to be introduced in Chapter 4. 

The frequency-planar filter was developed using the design procedure for 

practical-BIBO stable filters detailed in Section 3.1.3. The analog prototype filter for 

the FP filter is a 3D first-order inductance-resistor network [2][3] as illustrated in Figure 

3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: The First-Order 3D Inductance-Resistance Network 

The 3D Laplace transfer function of the inductance-resistance network is [3] 

R 
R + s,L] + s2L2 + S3L3 

(3.9) 

and subsitituting 

s^jQ, for i = 1,2,3 (3.10) 

provides the network frequency response 

TFP(j0.1JÇi2,jQ}) = R 
R+ +Q2

L2 + Œ3L3) 
(3.11) 

and the corresponding magnitude frequency response 

Mpp(ni,n2,n3) = R 
•jR2+{niLl +Q,L 2 +Û3L3)2 

(3.12) 
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From inspection, the magnitude frequency response in equation (3.12) is planar 

constant. That is, for all frequencies within a plane defined by 

QjL, + Q 2Z., + Q3L, = K, Ke3i (3.13) 

the frequency response of the network will have constant magnitude. 

Similar to the resonant frequency of a ID RCL circuit [21], the frequency planar 

circuit has a resonant plane [2]. This is the set of frequencies at which the impedance 

of the individual inductance elements cancel, and the magnitude response of the circuit 

is unity. The resonant plane of the network in Fig 3.2 is given by [2][3] 

Q,L,+Q 2 L 2 +Q3L3 =0 (3.14) 

Note that this resonant plane will always include the origin in Qe9î 3 , and that the 

normal to this plane is determined by the values of L\, L2, and L3. 

Following the resonant plane, the two magnitude planes of most interest are the 

-3dB planes. These planes mark the frequencies at which the magnitude response of 

the analog circuit will have the value l / \2. From equation (3.12), the -3dB planes of 

the network are derived to be [2] [3]: 

Q,L, + Q 2 L 2 + Q,3L} = ±R (3.15) 

It should be noted that R is the one variable in equation (3.12) that controls the offset 

between these -3dB planes and the resonant plane in Qe 9v\ This is an important result 

as the passband of the 3D analog prototype filter is defined to be the volume of 

frequency space between these two -3dB planes surrounding the resonant plane of 

equation (3.14), and the bandwidth of this filter is defined as the perpendicular distance 

between the two -3dB planes [2] [3]. Thus, the choice of R in the analog prototype 

circuit will determine the bandwidth of the filter. 

The notation used in equations (3.9) to (3.15) was taken directly from the analog 

circuit design in Fig 3.2. It is more convenient, however, to discuss the properties of a 

frequency-planar filter in terms of the bandwidth and orientation of the planar passband. 

For this to be possible, a new set of variables is introduced to the FP filter design. 
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These variables are the filter normal denoted by d, and the filter bandwidth denoted by 

B. The filter normal, d, is a normalized vector that represents the normal to the 

passband of the filter in Í2e This vector is defined by 

d = -=J==[LI,L2,L3] (3.16) 
j L[ +L-2 +L\ 

and the filter bandwidth, B, is defined by 

\L[ +L-2 + L 3 

Substituting equations (3.16) and (3.17) into equation (3.11) yields the continuous 

domain frequency-planar filter transfer function [2] [3] 

TFP(s,d,B) = -Î (3.18) 
l + - d s r 

B 

The discrete form of Tpp(s) is produced by applying the 3D bilinear transform [9][21] 

s,.=^—- for i = 1,2,3 (3.19) 
' z ,+l 

resulting in the --transform function [2] [3] 

A(z1,z2,z3) r F P (z,d,5) = 
5 ( Z l ' r 2 ' -3 ) 

,=0 j=o k=0 

,=0 ;=o k=0 

(3.20) 

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the term FP filter will be used in reference to this 

discrete domain filter hereafter. This digital filter is implemented using the difference 

equation given by [3] 
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) = ^ 0 , 0 , 0 Z Z Z /'("i " '» N 2 - y. » 3 - * ) 
, •=() / = ( ) A = U 

Z XX*.. ..•</(• .il, -i,n2-j,n3 -k) (3.21) 
/ = 0 / = ( ) k=0 

i+j+k*0 

where p{ni,ri2,n3) and q(ni,n2,ns) are the discrete-domain input and output signals 

respectively. The coefficients b¡jtk are determined by the values of d and B according to 

Table 3.1. 

The -3dB surfaces of the magnitude frequency response for a frequency-planar 

filter with a normal vector d=[0,0,l] is displayed in Figure 3.3. In this figure, the two 

parallel planes represent the -3dB planes of the filter, and the region of frequency space 

contained between these two planes corresponds to the passband of the filter. This 

planar passband is centred at the origin in toe Si3 with its normal directed along the ah, 

axis. Altering the vector d will change the orientation of the resonant plane in Qe Si3 

resulting in this passband plane being rotated about the origin in toe Si3. Possessing a 

plane-shaped passband that can be rotated about the origin in toe 9Î3 makes the FP filter 

design an important instrument for filtering of LT signals. 

Figure 3.3. The Uniform Bandwidth FP Filter Passband 
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Table 3.1: Coefficients of the Frequency-Planar Filter 

V o = 1 + d i +d2 + d3 ''1.(,.(.=1 + 1 ( - ^ +d2 +d3) 
B 

KoA=l + l ( d l + d 2 - d 3 ) b i o i = l + h _ d i + d 2 _ d 3 ) 

B 
V o =l+±(dt-d2+d3) b i i Q = 1 + h _ d i _ d 2 + d 3 ) 

D 
b,u=l + ̂ - d 2 - d ? ) b i i i = l + h _ d i _ d 2 _ d i ) 

3.3 A Note on Filter Stability and the Direction of Recursion 

The frequency-planar filter reviewed in this chapter is known to be practical-

BIBO stable. This stability stems from following the MD filter design procedure 

documented in [23][24] and briefly reviewed in Section 3.1.3. This design procedure 

guarantees the practical-BIBO stability of a filter design provided that the prototype 

network used to derive the filter adheres to a set of guidelines. One of these guidelines 

is that the prototype network must be passive. The prototype network used to develop 

the FP filter displayed in Fig 3.2 remains passive provided that L\, Li and L3 are all 

greater than, or equal to zero. However, if one of these three variables is negative, the 

network not passive, and the resulting FP filter might not be stable. This corresponds to 

limits being placed on the filter normal, d, in equation (3.18). In order to guarantee that 

the FP filter is stable, it is required that 

di > 0 for i = 1,2,3 (3.22) 

If any component of d is negative, the FP filter can potentially become unstable [3]. 

The restriction placed on the orientation of the FP filter passband by equation 

(3.22) is not acceptable if the filter is to be used for the selective filtering of LT signals. 

In order to transmit a LT signal, the FP filter normal is orientated in the same direction 

as the motion vector of the LT signal. In video processing applications, this motion 

vector may possess negative components. In the work presented in this thesis, the 

temporal component of the motion vector will always be defined as a positive value (i.e. 
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the video sequence will never be reversed), however, the spatial components of the 

motion vector may be positive, or negative valued depending upon the direction of 

motion in the image sequence. It is therefore important to have a means of dealing with 

cases in which d\ and/or dz are set to negative values without losing filter stability. 

In order to guarantee that the FP filter will be practical-BIBO stable under all 

potential filter conditions, an additional step must be taken when implementing the FP 

filter. If an application requires that d\ and/or dz be less than zero, the following steps 

are taken to maintain filter stability. The negative component of d is replaced by 

d,=\d, I for / = l,o/-2 (3.23a)' 

and 

sj=-si for / = 1, or 2 (3.23b) 

in the analog transfer function of equation (3.18). This substitution results in the 

corresponding variable z¡ being inverted in discrete domain transfer function given by 

equation (3.21), and can be accounted for in the final filter design by reversing the 

direction of recursion [3]. 

In the case of a video signal, this reversal in the direction of recursion is not 

difficult to implement. It is assumed that an entire frame of the video sequence is 

available to the system at one time. Therefore, reversing the direction of recursion is 

accomplished by reversing the order in which the data contained in the frame is read 

into the filter. For example, if a row of pixel values is normally fed into the system 

starting at the left side of the screen and proceeding to right, the direction of recursion is 

reversed by processing the same data beginning with the right side of the screen and 

proceeding to the left. Using this technique, it is possible to maintain filter stability 

while selectively filtering a LT signal with any given motion vector [3]. 
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3.4 Summary 

This chapter provided a review of MD stability, and the frequency-planar filter. 

The chapter began with a discussion focused on the difficulties associated with the 

design of MD recursive systems that adhere to the conventional definition of bounded 

input-bounded output stability. These difficulties can be traced to the requirement of 

conventional BIBO stability that the MD input signal be considered of infinite extent. It 

was then argued that, for practical applications, the input to a multidimensional system 

would have a bounded ROS. A less restrictive stability criterion known as practical-

BIBO stability was then reviewed. Practical-BIBO stability can be used to simplify the 

MD filter design process by taking into account only practical operating conditions. A 

method of designing recursive multidimensional filters that adhere to this more lenient 

definition of stability was then reviewed. 

The second half of this chapter was concerned with providing a review of the 

frequency-planar filter. The FP filter is a first-order 3D recursive filter with a passband 

that surrounds a plane in frequency space. As the passband of this filter closely 

resembles the ROS of a LT signal in 0)6¾3, the FP filter is an important tool in 

selectively filtering these signals. The review of the FP filter demonstrated how the 

filter was constructed for practical-BIBO stability using the design method reviewed in 

the first half of the chapter. Finally, a technique to ensure the stability of the FP filter 

under most filtering conditions was reviewed. This method alters the direction of 

recursion of the 3D IIR filter in order to maintain stability. 
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Chapter 4 

The Non-Uniform Bandwidth Frequency-Planar Filter Bank 

The previous two chapters reviewed the concepts of linear trajectory signals and 

frequency-planar filters. In Chapter 2, discussion focused on the properties of LT 

signals. This review detailed the fact that LT signals have a region of support in the 

frequency domain defined by a plane centred at the origin. In Chapter 3, the frequency-

planar filter was reviewed. The FP filter is a 3D IIR filter possessing a uniform 

bandwidth passband that surrounds a plane in 3D frequency space. This filter was 

developed to selectively filter a LT signal by aligning this planar passband with the 

planar ROS of the LT signal. While previous work involving FP filters has 

demonstrated that this filtering technique can be successful [1-3], the uniform planar 

passband design has its faults. 

In practical filtering applications, it is unlikely that the motion vector of a LT 

signal will be known precisely. Rather, it will be necessary to use an estimate of this 

motion vector to orientate the passband of a filter. Assuming that a small discrepancy 

exists between this estimated motion vector and the true motion vector of the LT signal, 

the passband of the filter will not be aligned properly with the ROS of the LT signal to 

be transmitted. Under these conditions, a planar passband will attenuate the high 

frequency components of the LT signal. To avoid this attenuation, it is desirable to 

construct a filter that possesses a 3D wedge-shaped passband. In this chapter, a novel 

filter bank design will be introduced. This proposed filter bank employs a set of FP 

filters in order to construct a passband that approximates a 3D wedge in frequency 

space. 

This chapter will begin with a discussion concerning the filtering of LT signals 

and the outline in greater detail the motivation for constructing a filter with a 3D wedge-

shaped passband. That is, a filter with a passband that increases linearly with its 

distance from the origin in eoe 9\3. This discussion will conclude by proposing that an 

approximation to a wedge-shaped passband can be achieved using a set of band limited 

FP filters in a filter bank. This will be followed by the introduction of the non-uniform 
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bandwidth frequency-planar (NUB-FP) filter bank. It will then be demonstrated that the 

proposed NUB-FP filter bank possesses a passband that closely approximates a 3D 

wedge in frequency space. In a series of tests, it will be shown that this passband is an 

improvement over the planar passband of the FP filter when filtering LT signals under 

non-ideal filtering conditions. Finally, an effort will be made to improve upon the given 

NUB-FP filter bank design by increasing the number of bands within the filter bank. 

4.1 Approximating a 3D Wedge-Shaped Passband 

When outlining the goal of this research in the introductory chapter, a brief 

explanation was provided as to why a 3D wedge-shaped passband is a desirable 

attribute in a filter designed for selectively transmitting LT signals. Following the 

detailed review of LT signals and FP filters provided in the previous chapters, it is 

worth revisiting this concept of a 3D wedge-shaped passband. In this section, the 

motivation behind creating a filter with a 3D wedge-shaped passband in eoe 9Î3 will be 

re-introduced along with how this passband is to be approximated by the proposed 

NUB-FP filter bank design. Throughout the following discussion, it is assumed that the 

passband of the FP filter may be described as surrounding an ideal plane in eoe 9Î3. This 

is not completely accurate. As reviewed in Chapter 3, the FP filter is based on a 

prototype analog filter. Therefore, the passband of the digital filter surrounds a plane 

that has been translated from Q e 9Î 3 into eoe 9Î3. This translation distorts the passband 

shape in eoe 9Î3, however, the details of this translation are reserved for Chapter 5. 

4.1.1 Motivation for Developing a Wedge-Shaped Passband 

It has been stated that the motivation behind a 3D wedge-shaped passband stems 

from the fact that in most practical applications the motion vector of a LT signal will 

not be known precisely. It is hoped that the work presented in this thesis may be of use 

in fields where a LT signal must be tracked and isolated from background noise and 

other forms of interference. In such an application, the motion vector of the signal will 

be estimated. It is reasonable to assume that the estimated motion vector will deviate 

slightly from the true motion vector of the signal. Given the actual motion vector of a 
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signal, v, small errors associated with the estimation technique will place the estimated 

motion vector of the signal within a cone-shaped region surrounding the actual vector 

[4] as shown in Figure 4.1. The angle of this cone, e, is dependent upon how accurately 

the motion vector may be estimated for the given application. Conversely, provided an 

estimate of the motion vector of the signal, the motion vector of the signal will be found 

in a conical region centred at the estimated vector. 

If a LT signal is to be selectively filtered based upon an estimate of the motion 

vector of the signal, problems arise with using a planar passband approach such as the 

FP filter design. Consider how the LT signal is transmitted by a FP filter. The 

passband of the FP filter design must be aligned with the ROS of the LT signal in 

eoe 9Î3. This alignment is achieved by setting the normal to the FP filter passband in the 

same direction as the motion vector of the LT signal. However, if an estimate of the 

motion vector of the LT signal is used to place the passband of the FP filter, the 

orientation of the LT signal may be quite different from that of the filter passband. An 

example of this misalignment is demonstrated using a cross-sectional view of the planar 

passband in Figure 4.2. In this figure, the normal to the FP filter passband plane, d, is 
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orientateci with respect to an estimated motion vector, v~, while the precise motion 

vector, v, of the LT signal to be transmitted lies within the conical region surrounding 

this estimate. Note that the discrepancy between the normal of the filter and the motion 

vector of the signal results in the high frequency components of the LT signal being 

located outside of the passband of the filter. This results in the high frequency details of 

the LT signal being attenuated. 

Figure 4.2: Filtering LT Signals Using a Planar Passband 

In order to avoid attenuating the high frequency components of a filtered LT 

signal, it is proposed that a new filter design be considered. The passband of this filter 

is selected such that, when provided an estimate of the motion vector of a LT signal, all 

linear trajectory signals that possess a motion vector similar to this estimated motion 

vector are transmitted. That is, all LT signals with a motion vector that is contained 

within the conical region surrounding the estimated motion vector, as illustrated in Fig 

4.1, should be included in the filter passband. One method of accomplishing this is via 

a 3D wedge-shaped passband. A cross-section of such a passband is shown in Figure 

4.3 while a 3D view can be observed in Fig 1.5. It is the objective of this chapter to 

develop a filter bank design that has a passband that approximates this wedge-shape in 
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order to reduce the high frequency distortion of LT signals associated with the 

misalignment between the direction of the filter normal and the motion vector of the LT 

signal. 

Figure 4.3: Cross-Sectional View of a Wedge-Shaped Passband 

4.1.2 The NUB-FP Filter Bank 

The concept of a 3D wedge-shaped passband is not novel. Chapter 1 provided a 

review of previous work published in this area, however, this work focused on FIR filter 

designs. It was discussed that by relying on FIR filtering techniques, the wedge filter 

introduced in [4] is a high order filter and is a static design. That is, the FIR wedge 

filter possesses a fixed filter normal. Thus, the previous FIR design technique requires 

that the input signal be rotated and aligned with the filter rather than adjusting the 

alignment of the filter to match the input signal. It is proposed in this thesis that an 

approximation to the desired wedge-shaped passband can be obtained through the 

implementation of a set of 3D IIR FP filters within a filter bank. By using the FP filter 

in the proposed design, this filter bank approach will provide a less computationally 

complex filter than the FIR design, and the orientation of the passband can be easily 
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adjusted at any time. The following is a brief explanation as to how the proposed filter 

bank approximates a wedge-shaped passband. 

The proposed filter bank design has two stages. In the first stage, the input 

video sequence is subdivided into a set of sub-band signals. This subdivision is 

performed by filtering each frame of the input sequence with a 2D bandpass filter bank 

creating a set of 3D sub-band signals that are band limited in (<Wi,<s>>)e Si2. In the second 

stage of the filter bank, each of these bands is then filtered with a frequency-planar 

filter. The band limiting of the signals prior to the FP filter stage effectively limits the 

ROS of the passband of the FP filter in eoe 9Î3. Instead of having a planar passband that 

extends the entire Nyquist volume, each FP filter in the filter bank design is considered 

to have a passband that exists in only a rectangular volume in eoe9î3. The overall 

passband of this filter bank is designed to approximate a 3D wedge by selecting the 

bandwidth of each FP filter within the filter bank according to the distance between its 

ROS in (¿yi,£y2)e9Í2 and the origin. This wedge-shaped approximation is illustrated in 

Figure 4.4. The remainder of this chapter will detail the realization of this non-uniform 

bandwidth frequency-planar (NUB-FP) filter bank. 

tifi 

view down to3 axis view down to, axis 

Figure 4.4: An Approximation to the 3D Wedge-Shaped Passband 
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4.2 Implementation of a NUB-FP Filter Bank 

This section provides an overview of how the proposed NUB-FP filter bank has 

been implemented for the work presented in this thesis. The basic structure of the filter 

bank presented is based upon work presented by [25][26]. This prior work outlines a 

filter bank structure developed to produce a cone shaped passband, and many of the 

techniques used in [25] [26] have been translated into this filter bank design. It should 

also be noted that the material presented in this section and the results presented in 

Section 4.3 were originally presented in [27]. 

As stated in the previous section, the desired 3D wedge-shaped passband is to be 

approximated by means of a filter bank in which each band is composed of a uniform 

bandwidth FP filter band limited in (C0\,ah)e3i2 through the application of a 2D 

bandpass operation. Selecting the notation T Fp,kik2(z4,BW k l, k 2) to represent the transfer 

function of the FP filter for the band of the filter bank, where BWt,ik2 represents 

the selected bandwidth for the given band, and denoting the transfer function for the 2D 

bandpass operation by TgPJ,U2(zl,z2), the overall frequency response of the filter bank 

is given by: 

TNUB.M= S ÌX,,M= {h,z2)rFP(z,d,BWkirk2 ) (4.1) 
k, =0t,=0 

A block diagram of this filter bank structure is provided in Figure 4.5. In the following 

sections, the individual components of the bank design will be discussed in greater 

detail beginning with the design of the bandpass filter bank. 

x[n] 

Figure 4.5: The NUB-FP Filter Bank Structure 
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4.2.1 Perfect Reconstruction Bandpass Filters 

In order to band limit the ROS of each FP filter in COG 9 ì \ each frame of the 

input signal is divided into a uniform set of NxN sub-bands by means of two ID FIR 

passband filters. The filters selected for this task are ID symmetric perfect 

reconstruction (PR) FIR filters of order L and are employed in each band according to 

^si>¿i22) = ^(«ì2^("ì2) e xp| - i-rrKin\i Kl =0,1,.JV-1 
N ' ' J 

(4.2) 

where w(nu) are Hamming windows of length L, and h is the ID FIR filter given by 

h[nU2] = \ 
( 

71 
( 

sine — ni,2 ~ IN j [N V v 2 )j ) 
for ni2 = 0,1,2,...L (4.3) 

It can be shown [25] that the 2D bandpass filter described by equations (4.2) and (4.3) 

provide PR reconstruction if the length L is selected properly. 

The steady-state frequency response for the overall bandpass filter is given by 

C , u 2 t M 0 = Z C . u 2 k J e x p ( - M . 2 « , 2 ) for kU2=0,\,...,N-\ (4.4) 
/1=« 

Making use of the fact that 

( .2K , 

Z , e x P J T 7 k i . 2 n u 

^ l M for nl2 =qM qeZ 
J 0 othem'ise 

(4.5) 

it can be shown [25] that the necessary and sufficient conditions for PR are: 

¿["1.2] = ' 
— for « u = «0 
M 
q for nl2=qM,nl2*n0 qeZ 

(4.6a) 

and 

(4.6b) 
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where no is an integer delay element. These conditions are satisfied by equation (4.3) 

provided that the filter length L is chosen to be 

Unlike the case of almost-PR FIR filters, the performance of the PR FIR filter does not 

increase with the order of the filter. Increasing the filter order will increase the 

steepness of the filter cut-off reducing the spectral overlap between neighbouring bands, 

however, as long as the filter length is selected according to equation (4.7), the given 

FIR filter bank will provide perfect reconstruction. 

One key simplification was made to the bandpass filter described above, in order 

to reduce the number of bands in the overall NUB-FP filter bank design. Note that the 

bands of the bandpass filter bank described by equation (4.4) exist in complex conjugate 

pairs. As the input video sequence is known to be entirely real, it is possible to combine 

these complex conjugate pairs to form FIR filters with entirely real coefficients. This 

simplification reduces the overall number of bands within the filter bank. Hereafter, the 

number of bands in the NUB-FP filter bank will refer to the number of real bands 

unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

4.2.2 The Bandwidth Calculation 

Following the bandpass filtering stage, each sub-band signal in the filter bank is 

then filtered using a FP filter. As the input signal to each FP filter is band limited, the 

ROS of the passband plane of the filter may also be considered to be band limited in 

(û)i,Oh)e3i2. Selecting the bandwidth of each FP filter within the filter bank to be 

proportional to the distance between the centre of this ROS and the origin in Cue Si3, as 

illustrated in Fig 4.4, approximates the 3D wedge-shaped passband of the NUB-FP filter 

bank. The bandwidth for the FP filter in a given band is calculated according to 

where the terms e and Bo refer to the desired wedge angle and a bandwidth scaling 

constant respectively. Increasing £ will widen the wedge-shape of the passband while 

L = qN + \ q>2, qeZ (4.7) 

(4.7) 
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the bandwidth scaling constant will determine how selective the NUB-FP filter bank is 

at low frequencies. 

4.2.3 The NUB-FP Filter Bank Frequency Response 

The frequency response transfer function for the NUB-FP filter bank is 

determined by substituting equations (4.4), (4.7) and (3.18) into equation (4.1). The 

overall discrete-domain 3D frequency response transfer function of the NUB-FP filter 

bank is given by: 

To demonstrate how the parameters £ and L affect the shape of the filter bank passband, 

the -3dB surface frequency responses for a series of 3x3 band (N-3 real bands) NUB-

FP filter banks are displayed in Figure 4.6. In each case, the bandwidth scaling constant 

(4.8) 

was set to Sy=Vl200coo rad/s where Mo denotes the sample frequency. 

i -
Í 

-3dB Planes Cross-Section 

of-3dB Planes 

a) NUB-FP Frequency Response For e=7t/4, L=9 
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Figure 4.6: -3dB Frequency Response Surface Plots for Various NUB-FP Designs 
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The plots of the NUB-FP frequency response in Fig 4.6 demonstrate that the 

passband of the proposed filter bank design does approximate a 3D wedge in COG 9Î 3. 

Furthermore, this approximation exceeds expectations. Due to an overlap in the ROS of 

neighbouring bands of the filter bank in the frequency domain, the passband of the 

NUB-FP filter bank design is a closer approximation to the desired 3D wedge shape 

than the target passband illustrated in Fig 4.4. The passband illustrated in Fig 4.4 

assumes a brick wall cut-off between filter bands, but by allowing the ROS of the filter 

bank sub-bands to overlap in (cth,cth)e 9Î2 the overall shape of the NUB-FP filter bank 

passband is smoother, and more closely approximates the desired wedge shape than the 

sharp cut-off illustrated in Fig 4.4. 

Figure 4.6 also demonstrates the influence of the design parameters e, and L. 

Comparing the -3dB surface plots in Fig 4.6a with Fig 4.6b, it can be see that the angle 

of the wedge-shaped passband is dependent on the parameter 8. Increasing the angle e 

in turn widens the passband region of the filter bank at higher spatial frequencies. This 

will result in a larger range of LT signals being transmitted by the filter bank. The 

influence of the FIR filter length can be observed by comparing Fig 4.6a with Fig 4.6c 

(and Fig 4.6b with Fig 4.6d). In each instance, the filter length corresponds to a PR 

filter as detailed in section 4.2.1. As the filter length is increased, a distinct separation 

between neighbouring sub-bands can be observed. Ideally, we would like to obtain as 

smooth an approximation to the 3D wedge-shaped passband as possible. These 

observations would suggest that the filter bank performance is superior when using 

lower order FIR bandpass filters. This is a very favourable result as it leads to fewer 

computations. 

4.3 Testing the Performance of the NUB-FP Filter Bank 

In this section, the performance of the NUB-FP filter bank is compared to the 

performance of a uniform bandwidth FP filter for two test cases. The first case 

presented in Section 4.3.1 compares the performance of the two filter designs when 

selectively filtering a LT signal with a motion vector slightly off centre from the filter 

normal. The second test case demonstrates one potential application for the wedge-
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shaped passband design: it may be used to remove noise from a video sequence with 

limited movement. The results presented here were originally published in [27]. 

In each case, the NUB-FP filter bank design consists of a set of 3x3 2D spatial 

bands with e=K /4 and ,%=Vl200cûo rad/s as displayed in Fig.4a. The value of e was 

selected to ensure a noticeable wedge-shaped passband while BQ was chosen so that the 

filter selectivity was consistent with previous FP filter experiments [2] [3]. Unless 

specifically stated otherwise, the bandpass filter used was of length L=9. The uniform 

bandwidth FP filter follows the design outlined in Chapter 3 and its bandwidth is 

selected to match the bandwidth of the £/=0, A?=0 band of the filter bank (B=Bo). 

4.3.1 Verification of Passband Performance 

The primary objective of the NUB-FP filter bank design is to limit the high 

frequency attenuation resulting in image distortion present when there exists a 

misalignment between the filter normal, d, and the motion vector, v, of the LT signal. 

To verify if the wedge-shaped passband design is successful in reducing these high 

distortions, the NUB-FP filter bank and the uniform bandwidth FP filter were used to 

filter a series of synthetic LT image sequences. These input sequences were constructed 

to test the performance of the filters for increasing levels of misalignment between the 

filter normal and the LT signal motion vector. 

For each trial conducted, an input signal was constructed from a series of 200 

frames composed of 256x256 pixels. Each of these image sequences contained a single 

synthetic object 24x24 pixel in size that was moved through the sequence at a rate of 

tan^pixels per frame in both spatial directions (v=[tan<9, tan#, 1]) to create a LT signal. 

These input signals were then filtered separately by a uniform bandwidth FP filter and 

the proposed NUB-FP filter bank. In order to observe the performance of each design 

when filtering a LT signal possessing a motion vector that deviates from the filter 

normal, a misalignment between the filter passband and the ROS of the LT signal 

introduced. This was achieved by orientating each filter such that the passband of the 

filter was perpendicular to the co¡ axis (d=[0,0,l]). The filter performance was then 

quantitatively determined by calculating the average PSNR between the output signal 

and input signal over the final twenty frames of the sequence. 
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Figure 4.7 compares the average PSNR of the output signal from the uniform 

bandwidth FP filter with that of the NUB-FP filter bank for the range of input sequences 

with motion vectors 0<$<K/4. In this figure, it is observed that the NUB-FP filter 

provides a higher PSNR than the uniform bandwidth FP filter over the entire test range. 

These results suggest that the NUB-FP filter bank design is successful in preserving the 

high frequency components of the LT signal. This is shown to be true when the steady-

state output of the two filters is compared qualitatively. In Figure 4.8, a single frame 

taken from each of the two output signals are shown for the input sequence with the 

motion vector v = [tan(-|),tan(^)lj. The output object from the NUB-FP filter is 

observed to have better edge definition whereas the corresponding output object from 

the uniform bandwidth filter exhibits more blurred edges. This indicates that the NUB-

FP filter bank transmits a LT signal more successfully than the FP filter when a 

misalignment exists between the filter normal and the motion vector of the LT signal. 

34 

2 2 — 
0 0.1 0 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . 6 0 . 7 0 . 8 

theta (in rad) 

Figure 4.7: Average Output PSNR For Recovered Objects 
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NUB-FP Output Frame 

Figure 4.8: Qualitative Comparison of Recovered Signal Objects 

In Section 4.2.3, it was noted that the passband of NUB-FP filter bank appeared 

to better approximate the desired 3D wedge-shape when lower order FIR bandpass 

filters were employed. To verify this observation, the above trials were repeated for 

higher order FIR filters. Figure 4.9 displays the results from trials conducted with L=17 

alongside the results provided above for the NUB-FP filter bank implemented with a 

bandpass filter length L-9. It can be observed that the lower order FIR bandpass filter 

design does perform better than the higher order FIR filters. This confirms the 

observation made in Section 4.2.3. 
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Figure 4.9: The Effect of Bandpass Filter Order on the Performance of the 

NUB-FP Filter Bank 

4.3.2 Noise Reduction in a Video Sequence 

In the previous test case, it was shown that when the NUB-FP filter bank is 

configured with its passband perpendicular to Oh, the filter will transmit LT signals that 

are composed of static and slowly moving objects while attenuating those signal 

components corresponding to fast-moving objects. This property of the NUB-FP filter 

bank leads to potential applications aside from filtering LT signals. For example, the 

NUB-FP filter bank design can be used to reduce noise in a 3D video sequence in which 

the movement is limited. This would include applications such as the removal of noise 

found in teleconferencing image sequences. 

The capability of the NUB-FP filter bank to remove 3D noise from a video 

sequence was verified by filtering a video sequence to which varying levels of white 

noise had been added. In each trial, the same noisy video sequence was filtered using 

both a NUB-FP filter bank and a uniform bandwidth FP filter configured in the same 

manner as described in the previous test case with L=9 for the NUB-FP bandpass filter 
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bank. The video sequence chosen for this test was the video-processing benchmark 

sequence commonly known as "Miss America". This sequence was used because of its 

limited movement and close approximation to a typical teleconferencing video signal. 

A typical steady-state output frame from each filter is shown in Figure 4.10. 

While both filters have managed to reduce the output noise power, it is observed that 

the uniform bandwidth FP filter has introduced significantly more blurring of the video 

sequence details. The output image sequence of the 3D NUB-FP filter bank retains 

sharp image detail which is particularly noticeable in moving regions, such as the lips of 

the face. 

Noisy Input 

Frame 

FP 

Filter 

FP Output Frame 

NUB-FP 

Filter 

NUB-FP Output Frame 

Figure 4.10. Removal of Noise from a Video Sequence 

It is interesting to note that because the filter application presented in this section 

must deal with the human visual system, qualitative analysis may contradict the 

quantitative results. Table 4.1 provides a sample of the average PSNR of the output 

sequences for the two filter designs under various levels of noise added to the input 

video sequence. In every instance, the uniform bandwidth FP filter is shown to provide 

a greater reduction in signal noise than the NUB-FP filter bank. This is due to the 

smaller passband volume of the uniform bandwidth FP filter. Although the output 

signal transmitted by the NUB-FP filter bank design is qualitatively superior to the FP 
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filter output, it is the noisier of the two signals. It is only when a specific region of 

detail within the image such as the area surrounding the mouth that the ability of the 

NUB-FP filter to retain edge definition can be quantitatively shown to be an 

improvement over the uniform bandwidth FP filter. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of Noise Reduction in a Video Sequence 
Input 

PSNR 

(in dB) 

Output PSNR For Entire Frame 

(in dB) 

Output PSNR For Region 

Surrounding The Mouth 

(in dB) 

Input 

PSNR 

(in dB) 

FP Filter NUB-FP Filter FP Filter NUB-FP Filter 

26.20 30.62 30.17 24.22 26.10 

23.29 30.31 28.52 24.10 25.36 

22.16 30.14 27.73 24.01 25.0 

4.4 Modifying the NUB-FP Filter Bank Design 

The results presented in section 4.3 demonstrate that the NUB-FP filter bank 

succeeds in reducing the attenuation of LT signals due to a misalignment between the 

filter bank normal and the motion vector of the LT signal. While these results are 

encouraging, it is important to consider any alterations to the NUB-FP filter bank design 

that may further improve performance. The 3x3 sub-band implementation used thus far 

was developed simply as a means of testing the NUB-FP filter bank theory. As a result, 

the filter bank design does not take into account characteristics of the common LT 

signal. In this section, an alteration to the NUB-FP filter bank design will be proposed 

with the goal of improving the filter bank performance by considering some properties 

of common LT signals. 

In video processing, the majority of LT signals will have their energy 

concentrated in the lower spatial frequencies. It can be shown that for the test LT signal 

used in Section 4.3.1, over 95% of the energy of the signal is contained within the 
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spatial frequency range 0<u)¡ <j, / = 1,2. This is the region of frequency space 

corresponding to the lowest band of the 3x3 NUB-FP filter bank design. Therefore, one 

of the nine bands of the filter bank was transmitting 95% of the signal for the tests 

performed in Section 4.3.1. This is not a very effective use of the filter bank resources, 

or the wedge-shaped passband design. Recall that in the above tests the FP filter for this 

low frequency band, TFpo,o(z,d,BWo,o), was identical to the uniform bandwidth FP filter 

the bank was meant to improve upon. In order to ensure that the wedge-shaped 

passband is being used to its full potential, the spatial frequency sub-divisions should be 

altered to increase the low frequency resolution of the filter bank. 

The simplest approach to increasing the spatial frequency sub-divisions of the 

NUB-FP filter bank is to increase the number of sub-bands uniformly across («5¾,»¾). 

Figure 4.11a depicts the original 3x3 sub-division (as indicated by the thick lines) 

further divided into a set of 9x9 sub-bands. While making this modification would 

increase the low frequency selectivity of the filter to a more desirable level, the cost 

both in computational complexity and in memory requirements to work with 81 sub-

bands is far too prohibitive. While the 95% of the LT signal under review previously 

restricted to one band of the filter bank is now spread across a set of nine bands, it is 

now the case that the remaining 5% of the signal is thinly spread over the seventy-two 

filter bank sub-bands. To make this design more efficient, it is proposed that the higher 

frequency sub-bands be re-combined to reduce the number of bands in the filter bank. 

This creates a set of 17 non-uniformly band-limited bands as shown in Figure 4.1 lb. 
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Figure 4.11: Increasing the Number of Bands in the NUB-FP Filter Bank Design 

This filter bank modification nearly doubles the memory requirement over the 

3x3 sub-band structure, however, this is essentially the same storage increase that would 

be incurred if the design were to be modified to a uniform division 4x4 sub-band 

structure, and a the non-uniform design provides much higher level of selectivity in the 

important low frequency range. The major increase in complexity for this modified 
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design comes from the bandpass filters. Whereas previously a set of 9 order FIR 

filters were being used, it is now necessary to implement two 33 rd order ID FIR filters 

to band limit the input signal. 

4.4.1 The Modified NUB-FP Filter Bank Frequency Response 

The frequency response for a 17 band NUB-FP filter with filter angle set to 

£=7i/4 and base bandwidth unchanged from the previous experiments is shown in Figure 

4.12. In this design, the ROS of the filter bands is limited in (0)1,0)2) according to the 

pattern shown in Fig 4.1 lb. This is accomplished by means of a 2D bandpass operation 

composed of FIR filters of order 33. This is the lowest possible choice of filter length 

that maintains the PR conditions of equation (4.7). The shape of the filter response is 

no longer as smooth as in the case of the 3x3 band design, but it can be shown that this 

structure provides a more selective form of NUB-FP filter. 

Cross-Section 

of-3dB Planes 

Figure 4.12: -3dB Surface Plot for the 17-Band NUB-FP Filter 

4.4.2 Performance of the Modified NUB-FP Filter Bank 

To test the effect of the above modifications on the performance of the NUB-FP 

filter bank, the passband verification test detailed in Section 4.2.1 was repeated using 

the a NUB-FP filter with the non-uniform 17 band sub-division outlined above. 
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Figure 4.13 compares the performance of the 17 band NUB-FP filter bank 

design to the test results obtained for the 3.v3 band NUB-FP filter bank in Section 4.2.1. 

While the modifications made to the NUB-FP filter bank demonstrate some 

improvement over the 3x3 NUB-FP filter bank design for small values of 6 (LT signal 

with very slow movement), the majority of the test results in Fig 4.13 show little to no 

improvement. It may be called into question as to whether or not this relatively small 

improvement warrants the large increase in memory and computational complexity 

required for the modified filter bank. For the simple test cases examined in this section, 

it is unlikely one would want to implement this modification. However, in the 

following chapters it will be shown that this filter design does hold other advantages 

over the 3x3 NUB-FP filter bank specifically when it comes to correcting the filter 

design for bilinear transform warping. Hereafter, the term NUB-FP filter bank will 

refer to the 17 band structure introduced in this section. 

0 0 .1 0 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . 6 0 . 7 0 . 8 

theta (in rad) 

Figure 4.13: Average PSNR for Recovered Objects Using 17 Band Filter Bank 
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4.5 Summary 

This chapter introduced the non-uniform bandwidth frequency-planar filter 

bank. This novel 3D filter bank is composed of a set of uniform bandwidth FP filters 

each having a band limited region of support in 3D frequency space. By varying 

bandwidth of each FP filter according to its ROS, the passband of the overall filter bank 

will approximate a 3D wedge in eoe 9Î3. It is proposed that this wedge-shaped passband 

design can be used for the selective filtering of LT signals, and can transmit these 

signals with less distortion than the planar passband of the FP filter. 

Following the introduction of the filter band design, the performance of the 

NUB-FP filter bank was compared to the performance of a uniform bandwidth FP filter 

for a series of tests. In these trials, it was demonstrated that the NUB-FP filter bank 

design does transmit a LT signal with less high frequency distortion than the uniform 

bandwidth FP filter for cases where the filter passband is not precisely aligned with the 

ROS of the LT signal in coe9î3. This improved performance was evident in the output 

video sequences of the NUB-FP filter bank. These image sequences had sharper edge 

definition and less blurring that the output signals obtained using the FP filter. It was 

also shown that the NUB-FP filter bank may be used to de-noise slow-moving video 

sequences such as teleconferencing image sequences. The wedge-shaped passband of 

the filter bank is capable of removing white noise from such signals without introducing 

excessive blurring to the filtered video signal. 

Finally, modifications were made to the NUB-FP filter bank design in order to 

improve the filter bank resolution at low frequencies. These alterations increased the 

number of bands in the filter bank from nine to seventeen. This modification increases 

the computational complexity and memory requirements of the overall system. 

However, the modified design offers increased flexibility, and improves the filter 

performance when working with signals concentrated at low frequencies in toe 9Î3. 
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Chapter 5 

Frequency-Domain Pre-Warping the 3D Frequency Response of the 
NUB-FP Filter Bank 

The NUB-FP filter bank design introduced in the previous chapter employs a set 

of frequency-planar filters to produce a wedge-shaped passband. When the FP filter 

was reviewed in Chapter 3, it was stated that the 3D IIR digital FP filter design is 

obtained by translating a continuous domain prototype filter into the discrete domain via 

the bilinear transform. This is a very common filter design technique, but it does have 

its drawbacks. In particular, the conversion of a filter design from the continuous 

domain into the discrete domain is a non-linear operation. This transformation will 

result in the discrete domain transfer function of the filter becoming distorted. As a 

result of using the bilinear transform in the design procedure, the planar shape of the FP 

filter passband in Qe9\ 3 is warped when transformed into (06¾3. This warping is 

present in both the FP filter and NUB-FP filter bank designs, and can hamper the ability 

of these filter designs to accurately transmit a LT signal. 

The objective of this chapter is to introduce a process that will reduce the 

warping effect of the bilinear transform on the passband of the NUB-FP filter bank. To 

begin, the theory behind the non-linear nature of the bilinear transform will be reviewed 

along with an examination of how the bilinear transform affects the passband of the 

frequency-planar filter in COG 9Î3. This discussion will be followed by a brief review of 

filter pre-warping. It will be shown that pre-warping techniques do not provide an 

adequate solution for reducing passband warping in the FP filter design due to the large 

ROS of the filter passband in coe9î3. Discussion will then shift focus to the NUB-FP 

filter bank design. As the NUB-FP filter bank is constructed from a set of band limited 

FP filters, it will be shown that pre-warping the individual bands of the filter bank can 

offset the affects of the bilinear transform. A pre-warp algorithm will then be proposed 

for the NUB-FP filter bank design based on a technique outlined in [26]. Finally, a set 

of tests will be performed to determine the success of the proposed pre-warp algorithm 

in reducing the affect of bilinear transform warping. 
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5.1 A Review of the Bilinear Transform 

The bilinear transform is the most commonly employed method of translating a 

filter, or system, from the continuous domain into the discrete domain [20][21]. A 

review of how the bilinear transform performs this conversion along with its warping 

affect on the transfer function of the resulting discrete domain filter is provided in this 

section. For this discussion, it is assumed that the reader is already familiar with 

common filter design concepts such as pole-zero mapping in the s-plane and z-plane. 

Information concerning these topics can be found in most filter design textbooks 

including [20] and [21]. 

When the bilinear transform is applied to the transfer function of any stable, 

causal analog system, the resulting discrete domain transfer function is guaranteed to 

also be causal and stable. This is due to the way in which the transform maps the poles 

and zeros of the analog filter in the s-plane into the --plane and the corresponding 

discrete filter. Stability is ensured by mapping the left-hand side of the s-plane into the 

interior of the z-plane unit circle, and mapping the right-hand side of the s-plane into the 

region outside of the z-plane unit circle as depicted in Figure 5.1. 

Figure 5.1: Bilinear Transform Mapping 

The transform attempts to preserve the frequency response of the analog filter by 

mapping the y'-axis in the s-plane onto the z-plane unit circle. Clearly, this mapping 

s-plane 2-plane 
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operation cannot be a linear process; it requires an infinite region of space in the s-plane 

to be translated into a finite region of space in the r-plane. It is also required that the 

infinite range of s-domain frequencies be mapped into the finite range of z-domain 

frequencies. This non-linear relationship between pole-zero locations in the s-plane and 

their corresponding locations in the r-plane will introduce distortion into the discrete 

domain transfer function. 

The warping present in the frequency response of the discrete filter caused by 

the bilinear transform can be evaluated. Consider the transfer function for a causal, 

stable continuous domain filter, Hc(s)=B(s)/A(.s), the bilinear transform maps this 

system into the discrete domain by making the substitution [21 ] 

^ = 1 - ^ (5.1) 
z + 1 

producing a causal, stable discrete domain filter with the transfer function 

H(z)=B(r)/A(r). Recall that the frequency response of a continuous domain system can 

be determined by evaluating the Hc(s) for s=j£l, and that the frequency response of a 

discrete domain system can be determined by evaluating H(r) for z=exp(/co). 

Substituting these identities into equation (5.1), it can be shown that a frequency, Q, in 

the s-domain translates into the z-domain frequency, co, according to 

<y = 2tan-'(|) (5.2) 

via the bilinear transform. That is, the discrete domain frequency response H(co) is 

related to the continuous domain frequency response Hc(jQ) by [21] 

H{jco) = Hc 

f 
j2 tan 

V V 2 y ) 

The relationship given by equation (5.2) is plotted over a range of frequencies in Figure 

5.2. It can be observed that while this translation is approximately linear at low 

frequencies, it becomes increasingly non-linear at higher frequencies. It is this 

relationship that will be used in the development of a pre-warp algorithm in this chapter. 
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CO 
7T 

Q 

-7T 

Figure 5.2: Relationship Between Q and CO 

5.2 Frequency Warping and the Frequency-Planar Filter 

In Chapter 3, it was reviewed that the transfer function of the FP filter is 

obtained by applying the triple bilinear transform to the continuous transfer function of 

an analog prototype filter. The fact that the bilinear transform is a non-linear operation 

will affect the shape of the resulting discrete frequency domain passband. This 

distortion in passband shape can hinder the performance of the FP filter when used to 

filter a linear trajectory signal. In this section, the deviation in the shape of the FP 

passband due to the bilinear transform will be examined. 

The frequency-planar filter reviewed in Chapter 3 is designed to selectively filter 

a LT signal by possessing a planar passband in Î2e9î\ This passband surrounds a 

resonant plane with normal d=[d¡,d2,d¿\ described by 

Thus far, it has been assumed that this planar passband in the continuous frequency 

domain is translated directly into an equivalent planar passband in the discrete 

frequency domain. However, because the translation to the discrete domain is achieved 

via the bilinear transform, the non-linearities of this transform discussed in section 5.1 

¿,£2, + d2Q2 + d3Q3 = 0 (5.4) 
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must be taken into account. Substituting equation (5.2) into equation (5.4), the resonant 

plane of the discrete FP filter becomes 

dx t a n ( ^ ) + ¿ 2 tan(^)+d, tan(^)= 0 (5.5) 

This resonant plane is not ideally planar over the entire frequency space coe9ì 3. In the 

low frequency range, the discrete domain passband will closely approximate the 

continuous domain passband plane it is derived from, but as the passband moves away 

from the origin in eoe9î\ the non-linearity of the bilinear transform will cause the 

passband of the discrete FP filter to warp away from the desired planar shape. 

In order to understand how the bilinear transform distorts the FP filter passband 

in eoe9î3, consider the resonant plane in the continuous domain as given in equation 

(5.4) with a normal vector d composed of non-zero components (d^O, /=1,2,3). This 

equation represents a plane of infinite extent. Theoretically, this plane extends all the 

way to include the points {±°°,±°°,±°°) in Î2e9î 3 . The bilinear transform maps the 

location s-j°° in the s-plane to the point r=-l in the z-plane, therefore, the continuous 

frequency £2=°° translates into the discrete domain frequency ú)=n following the bilinear 

transform. As a result, the planar passband extending to the points {±°°,±°°,±°°) in 

Q e 9 t 3 will translate into a passband that extends to the points {±K,±7t,±7T) in eoe9î3. 

These points are also referred to as the corners of the Nyquist volume in eoe 9Î3. 

The warping of the FP filter passband can be observed in Figure 5.3 where the -

3dB surface plots for a FP filter with the normal vector d=[0.3,0.3,l] is displayed. Note 

that the passband of the FP filter not only bends towards the corners of the Nyquist 

volume, the bandwidth the filter also converges to zero at these corner locations in 

coe9î3. This convergence is due to another property of the bilinear transform. 

Following application of the bilinear transform, the resulting discrete filter will be 

composed of an equal number of poles and zeros. In the case of a recursive filter, such 

as the FP filter, that possesses a greater number of poles than zeros in the s-plane (refer 

to equation (3.18)), the bilinear transform will introduces additional zeros into the 

discrete transfer function located at r=-1. The magnitude frequency response of the FP 

filter in eoe 9Î3 is therefore observed to not only warp towards the corners of the Nyquist 
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volume, but the filter bandwidth converge to zero at these points in the frequency space 

as well. 

Figure 5.3: Warping Of The Frequency-Planar Filter Passband 

It should be noted that distortion due to the bilinear transform has not been 

observed in the experiments performed thus far. The reason for this is that these trials 

all involved FP filters with normals set to d=[0,0,l]. This represents a special case for 

the FP filter passband. Substituting d=[0,0,l] into equation (5.4), the passband plane 

can be shown to extend to the points (±°°,±°°,0), and (±°o,±oo ,0) in £2e9î\ These 

locations will be mapped by the bilinear transform to the points (±7l,±7C,0), and 

(±71+71 ,0) in eoe 9r. This mapping will not warp the passband of the FP filter because 

these points can be found within the original passband in Î2e9î 3. That is, when 

d=[0,0,l] each point in equation (5.5) can be found within the plane given by equation 

(5.4). In the special case of the passband normal being directed along one of the axis, 

the passband of the discrete FP filter will not be distorted by the bilinear transform. 

This exception also extends to the case d=[±l,±l,±l], although some distortion will still 

be present for this case due to the additional discrete domain zeros introduced by the 

bilinear transform at the corners of the Nyquist volume. 
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5.3 Review of Filter Pre-Warping 

It is possible to account for bilinear transform warping in the frequency response 

of a digital filter. It is common practice in the design of digital filters to adjust the 

analog prototype filter to offset the distortion introduced by the bilinear transform. 

Compensating for frequency warping is known as pre-warping the filter design [21]. 

This section will briefly review the practice of pre-warped a filter design. The objective 

of this review is to demonstrate that while it is impractical to compensate for warping in 

the FP filter design, it is possible to introduce pre-warping to the NUB-FP filter bank 

design. 

It has been established that the bilinear transform creates a non-linear 

relationship between the continuous domain transfer function and the discrete domain 

transfer function. As this relationship is non-linear, attempts to correct for warping in 

the discrete domain transfer function will only provide a solution for a localized region 

of frequency space. The objective of pre-warping a filter is to ensure that critical 

frequencies in the filter design occur at the proper location in COG 3i. 

In one-dimensional filter design, there is a well-known procedure for pre-

warping a filter [21]. This technique makes use of the relationship between the 

continuous and discrete filter transfer functions reviewed in section 5.1. From 

equations (5.2) and (5.3) it can be shown that in order to create a digital filter with a cut

off frequency coc, the analog prototype filter must be designed with the cut-off 

frequency Q c given by [21] 

Q = tan 
V ¿ J 

(5.6) 

Using this technique, the filter will possess the correct critical frequency after 

application of the bilinear transform. The discrete filter will still be affected by 

frequency warping, however, this distortion will be shifted away from this critical 

frequency. 

The process of pre-warping a filter design provides the best results when the 

critical frequencies of the filter occupy a small range within the discrete frequency 
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space. The effectiveness of the procedure is also limited to how many filter parameters 

may be used to control the location of these critical frequencies. In the case of the 

frequency-planar filter, critical frequencies are considered to be those within the 

resonant plane given by equation (5.4), and span the entire Nyquist volume. 

Furthermore, the location of this resonant plane is entirely controlled by a single 

parameter, the filter normal. This is a problem when attempting to pre-warp the FP 

filter design. 

Consider a FP filter being applied to an input signal with the objective of 

transmitting a LT signal that possesses the motion vector, v. The most effective means 

of achieving this goal is to orientate the normal to the filter passband, d, such that d=v. 

In theory, this will align the passband of the filter with the ROS of the LT signal. In 

practice, however, the warping affect of the bilinear transform will cause the passband 

of the filter to bend away from the planar ROS of the LT signal at high frequencies. 

This can be observed in Figure 5.4 where a cross-sectional view of a FP filter passband 

is displayed along with the ROS of a LT signal. It can be observed that the passband of 

the FP filter is properly aligned with the LT signal at low frequencies, but this passband 

does not contain the high frequency components of the LT signal due to warping. For 

example, at the spatial frequency £¡¢=271/3 the passband of the FP filter has been warped 

such that the ROS of the LT signal is clearly outside of the filter passband as indicated 

in Fig 5.4. 
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It would be advantageous to the performance of the FP filter to correct for the 

passband distortion displayed in Fig 5.4. Unfortunately, as there exists only one design 

parameter to control the location of the critical frequencies of the FP filter, pre-warping 

is not a viable option. In order to correct for the passband distortion found at high 

frequencies, the filter normal would have to be altered thus shifting the filter passband 

away from the correct alignment at low frequencies. This problem with pre-warping the 

FP filter design can be demonstrated by considering the FP filter depicted in Fig 5.4. In 

this figure, the passband of the frequency-planar filter does not align with the ROS of 

the LT signal at the spatial frequency ûh=2n/3. The FP filter may be pre-warped to 

remove this misalignment, however, the affect of bilinear transform warping will 

remain detrimental to the filter performance. This can be observed in the cross-

sectional view of a FP filter and LT signal provided in Figure 5.5. This figure contains 

the same LT signal as in Fig 5.4 along with a pre-warped version of the previous FP 

filter. It can be seen that the filter passband is now properly aligned with the LT signal 

at the spatial frequency ah=2n/3, but the passband now excludes the LT signal in those 

regions of Cue 9t3 that the passband of the filter had previously encompassed the ROS of 

the LT signal. This figure demonstrates that because the critical frequencies of the FP 
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filter span the entire Nyquist volume, pre-warping the filter design is not a viable 

option. 

Although the FP filter does not lend itself to pre-warping, the NUB-FP filter 

bank design can make use of pre-warping techniques to reduce distortion introduced by 

the bilinear transform. Recall that the NUB-FP filter bank is composed of a set of 

frequency-planar filters that operate over band limited regions of support in COG 9Î3. As 

each band of the filter bank is concerned with only a local region of frequency space, it 

should be possible to implement a pre-warp algorithm that will offset the distortion of 

the bilinear transform by altering the normal vector for each individual FP filter in the 

filter bank. The fact that pre-warping a filter provides only a local solution is not a 

concern for the NUB-FP filter bank design because each FP filter is only operating over 

a local frequency range. One reason that the NUB-FP filter design was extended to 

include 17 bands at the end of the previous chapter was to help facilitate filter pre-

warping. The more bands present in the NUB-FP filter bank, each with a smaller ROS, 

the more effective a pre-warp algorithm will be. The following section will introduce a 

pre-warp algorithm developed for the 3D pre-warping of the NUB-FP filter bank. 
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5.4 Pre-Warp Algorithm for the NUB-FP Filter Bank 

In this section, an algorithm to pre-warp the NUB-FP filter bank is proposed. 

This algorithm extends the commonly used ID pre-warping techniques outlined in [20] 

to the case of 3D filter design following a similar procedure as found in [25]. This 

previous work demonstrated that it is possible to reduce the affects of frequency 

warping in the overall passband of a MD IIR filter bank by ensuring the central point of 

the passband of each branch within the filter bank is properly located in eoe 9ÎN. The 

pre-warp algorithm introduced below follows this guideline. 

The NUB-FP filter bank pre-warp algorithm attempts to reduce distortion in the 

overall passband of the filter bank in a piece-wise fashion. To understand the objective 

of this approach, consider again the cross-sectional view featuring the passband of a FP 

filter and LT signal introduced in Fig 5.4. If the passband is divided into a set of band 

limited planar components, these individual bands can be orientated in such a way that 

the central point of each FP passband is aligned with the signal to be transmitted. This 

pre-warp strategy is depicted in Figure 5.6. It is anticipated that this approach will 

increase the area associated with of the ROS of the LT signal contained within the 

passband of the NUB-FP filter bank. 

Figure 5.6: The Pre-Warp Strategy 
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As was reviewed in the previous section, the process of pre-warping a digital 

filter involves altering the continuous domain prototype filter such that critical 

frequencies in the continuous domain will be mapped via the bilinear transform into the 

correct location in eoe9î3. For the proposed algorithm, these critical frequencies in 

Coe9l3 are located where the central point of each sub-band in (C0\,uh)eSi2 intersects the 

signal to be filtered. The pre-warp algorithm uses these points translated into Qe 9Î3 in 

order to define a pre-warped plane in Qe 9Î 3 for each band of the filter bank. Setting the 

normal of the FP filters according to these pre-warped planes will ensure that the central 

point of the passband of the each FP filter will be located in the proper location in 

eoe 9Î3 following the bilinear transform. 

In order to construct the pre-warped plane in Qe9î 3 , it is necessary to first 

define three points located in toe9î 3. These are the three critical points in coe9î3 that 

the resonant plane of the pre-warped FP filter will pass through, and are denoted by 

PA(CO), PB(CO) and Pc(co). As stated above, the first of these critical frequencies 

corresponds to the central frequency of the given sub-band. Assuming that the filter 

bank is to transmit a LT with the motion vector v=[vi,V2,V3], this critical frequency is 

defined to be PA(Ü\\,U\2,ÍO}) where a\\ and a\z are the centre frequencies of the k\,kz 

sub-band as described in Chapter 4, and the value of ah, is determined by: 

û)3 = — (v,^, + v2a)k2 ) (5.7b) 

PA(CO) represents the location at which the central point of the sub-band in (a>\,ah)e3\2 

intersects with the LT signal to be transmitted in one octant of eoe9î3. The second 

critical point, PB(CO), is selected to be where a similar intersection occurs in another 

octant of eoe 9Î 3. That is, this point is selected to be either PB(-CO^\,¿0^2,(0}), or 

PB(ûki,-û\2,OJ}) where ah, is again calculated by equation (5.7). The final critical point 

required to build a pre-warped plane is taken to be the origin, Pc(0,0,0), as all FP filters 

have a passband that includes this location. 
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Next, the three critical frequency locations in eoe 9Î3 are mapped into Qe 9Î 3 via 

equation (5.6). These three points denoted PA(£2), PB(ÍÍ) and Pc(£2) define the pre-

warped plane. Setting the normal of the FP filter to the normal of this plane will ensure 

that the filter passband includes the points PA(CO), PB(CO) and Pc(co) in ¢06¾ . The 

normal to this pre-warped plane, dpw, is calculated by 

dPW ={pA{n)-pB{si))®(pc{si)-pB(n)) (5-8) 

where '® ' denotes the cross-product of the two vectors. This procedure is repeated for 

each band of the NUB-FP filter bank. 

It should be noted that when filtering a LT signal, every band within the NUB-

FP filter bank might not be required. For example, a LT signal with a motion vector 

v=[v/,\'2,v¿] will have a ROS in coe9î3 that does not span the entire space in (co¡,uh.) if 

|V] + v 2 | >|v3j. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.7. It can be observed that not 

every band of the filter bank includes the ROS of the LT. When this occurs, the critical 

points chosen for some of the sub-bands will not be located within the Nyquist volume 

in ¢06¾ 3 , and therefore provide extraneous results. In order to prevent these 

unnecessary filter bands from transmitting unwanted components of the input signal, an 

extra stage was added to the pre-warp algorithm introduced in this section. This 

additional step is used to verify that the critical points PA(CO) and Pc(to) for each sub-

band are located within the Nyquist volume. If either one of these points is found to be 

located outside of the Nyquist volume, the output signal from the FP filter for that 

particular band in the filter bank is blocked. That is, the contribution of the sub-band is 

not included in the output signal of the filter bank. This additional stage in the proposed 

pre-warp algorithm will prevent extraneous filter bands from introducing noise into the 

filter bank output signal. 
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(-7T,-7T) + 

cross-section of LT signal for 
case where I vi + v21 -1* v3 

Figure 5.7: Extraneous Bands within the Filter Bank 

5.5 Testing the Pre-Warp Algorithm 

To verify that the proposed pre-warp algorithm reduces distortions within the 

NUB-FP filter bank frequency response, it must be demonstrated that the passband of 

the filter bank is a closer approximation to the desired 3D wedge shape in COG 9l 3 when 

the pre-warp algorithm is implemented. It is also important to determine whether or not 

this alteration in the filter design translates into improved filter performance. In this 

section, two series of tests will be used to determine if the proposed pre-warp algorithm 

is successful in achieving its objectives. The first set of tests focus on an analytical 

measurement of the passband of the pre-warped NUB-FP filter bank, and the second set 

examine the performance of the pre-warped NUB-FP filter bank when filtering a series 

of input sequences. 

5.5.7 Verification of the Shape of the Pre-Warped Passband 

The passband of a NUB-FP filter bank is meant to approximate a 3D wedge 

centred on a resonant plane in eoe 9Î 3. When the filter bank is affected by warping due 

to the bilinear transform, the passband will bend away from this resonant plane. The 
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objective of the pre-warp algorithm is to reduce the distortion in the passband of the 

filter bank and realign this passband in eoe Sì3. If the pre-warp algorithm is successful 

in correcting for frequency warping, the area of the resonant plane contained within the 

passband of the filter bank should increase. The following details tests conducted to 

determine if the proposed pre-warp algorithm is successful in adjusting the passband of 

the NUB-FP filter bank such that it surrounds a larger area of the resonant plane. 

In order to determine the effectiveness of the pre-warp algorithm in reducing 

warping in the filter bank passband, tests were first conducted using a NUB-FP filter 

bank with a wedge angle of zero. That is, the passband of the filter bank was set to be a 

plane of uniform thickness instead of the 3D wedge-shape implemented in Chapter 4. 

Under these conditions, the passband of the filter bank is identical to that of the FP 

filter. When comparing the performance of this pre-warped uniform bandwidth FP 

filter bank to the performance of a FP filter, any improvement observed in the filter 

bank can be attributed to the pre-warping algorithm and not the wedge-shaped passband 

design. 

To measure the ability of the pre-warp algorithm to correct for frequency 

warping in the passband of the filter bank, the two uniform bandwidth filter designs 

were used to filter a theoretical LT signal. That is, given a LT signal with the motion 

vector v that and energy uniformly distributed over the plane 

v,£y, + V2OJ2 + V3O3 = 0 (5.9) 

in cos9î3, the percentage of this signal that would be located within the passband of 

each filter was calculated using the magnitude frequency response of the respective 

filter. For each trial conducted, the FP filter normal, d, was set to the same value as v 

while normal for each band in the pre-warped uniform bandwidth FP filter bank was 

calculated according to the proposed pre-warp algorithm. 

This test was performed for a set of motion vectors. In each case, a large 

increase in the percentage of signal passed by the pre-warped design was calculated. 

The percentage of the plane located in the filer passband is given in Table 5.1 for each 

trial. It can be observed that the pre-warp algorithm almost doubles the percentage of 

the plane found within the filter passband. This increase in area can also be observed in 
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Figures 5.8a and 5.8b. These figures display the plane given by equation (5.9) projected 

onto {Cû\,ûh)e Si2 for the case v=[0.2,0.2,1 ]. The shaded area of the figure represents the 

region of the plane located within the passband of the FP filter and the pre-warped 

design respectively. Note that this shaded region of the pre-warped FP filter bank 

covers a much larger area of the plane than the original FP filter design. 

a) Uniform Bandwidth b) Pre-Warped Uniform 
FP Filter Bandwidth FP Filter Bank 

Figure 5.8: Area of LT Signal ROS Contained Within Uniform Bandwidth Filter 
Passband in Frequency Domain 

Table 5.1: Percentage of LT Signal ROS 

Transmitted by Uniform Bandwidth Filters 

LT Signal 
Motion Vector 

Percentage of LT Signal Plane Within Filter Passband LT Signal 
Motion Vector 

Uniform Bandwidth 
FP Filter 

Pre-Warped Uniform 
Bandwidth FP Filter 

v=[0.1,0.2, 1] 25.67 50.23 
[0.2, 0.2, 1] 22.06 44.91 
[0.3,0.2, 1] 20.13 39.85 
[0.4, 0.2, 1] 19.43 37.92 
[0.5,0.2, 1] 19.65 36.20 
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The above results demonstrate that the proposed pre-warp algorithm improves 

the passband shape of the filter bank for the case concerning a uniform bandwidth 

passband. Recalling that the motivation behind the NUB-FP filter bank design is to 

construct a passband that will permit some misalignment between the planar ROS of a 

LT signal and the passband of the filter, it is assumed that the wedge-shaped passband 

of this filter will provide some reduction in the affects of frequency warping. Thus, it is 

important to determine if the pre-warp algorithm provides a noticeable improvement in 

the passband of the wedge-shaped NUB-FP filter bank as it did for the case of the 

planar passband. 

To determine the effectiveness of the pre-warp algorithm on a filter bank 

possessing a wedge-shaped passband, the above tests were repeated for both the pre-

warped wedge-shaped filter bank and the standard NUB-FP filter bank each with a 

wedge angle of n/4. As with the uniform bandwidth case, the enhancement of the pre-

warp algorithm was a very evident. The increase in the area of the LT signal plane 

enclosed by the wedge-shaped passband when the pre-warp algorithm is applied can be 

seen in Figure 5.9 where the passband area plots are displayed for the case 

v=[0.2,0.2,l]. As in the uniform bandwidth trials, the percentage of the LT signal 

located within the passband of each of these NUB-FP filter bank designs was 

calculated. These calculations are given in Table 5.2 alongside the previous results 

from Table 5.1. These uniform bandwidth filter results have been included once more 

so that an important observation can be made. From the results displayed in Table 5.2, 

it can be seen that the pre-warp algorithm provides a larger improvement in filter 

performance than the wedge-shaped passband. This result is not entirely unexpected 

because the wedge-shaped passband design was not derived for the problem of bilinear 

transform warping. It does however demonstrate that this source of distortion cannot be 

accounted for by altering the filter bandwidth. It also suggests that in applications 

where the motion vector of the LT signal can be approximated closely, the pre-warp 

algorithm will play a larger role in faithfully transmitting a LT signal than the wedge-

shaped passband of the filter bank. If this inference is correct, the proposed pre-warp 

algorithm may allow for the passband volume of the NUB-FP filter to be reduced 

without compromising performance. This is an important consideration for applications 

involving a noisy input signal, and will be examined in greater detail in Chapter 6. 
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a) NUB-FP Filter Bank b) Pre-Warped NUB-FP 
Filter Bank 

Figure 5.9: Area of LT Signal ROS Contained Within 
Wedge-Shaped Filter Passband 

Table 5.2: Percentage of LT Signal ROS Transmitted By NUB Filter Bank 

LT Signal 
Motion Vector 

Percentage of LT Signal Plane Within Filter Passband LT Signal 
Motion Vector 

Uniform Bandwidth FP Filter NUB-FP Filter 

LT Signal 
Motion Vector 

Standard Pre-Warped Standard Pre-Warped 

v=[0.1,0.2, 1] 25.67 50.23 44.64 76.19 
[0.2, 0.2, 1] 22.06 44.91 38.24 71.35 
[0.3,0.2. 1] 20.13 39.85 35.77 63.61 
[0.4,0.2, 1] 19.43 37.92 34.43 61.84 
[0.5,0.2, 1] 19.65 36.20 34.26 61.03 

5.5.2 Performance of the Pre-Warped Filter Bank 

The results obtained in the above tests demonstrate that the pre-warp algorithm 

does improve the passband shape of the filter bank. The test conditions, however, were 

based on a theoretical input signal. The above tests assumed that the LT signal was 

uniformly distributed over an entire plane in eoe 9Î3, and results were obtained by using 

the magnitude frequency response of the filter not by actually filtering a signal. In the 
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previous chapter, it was shown that the energy of most practical LT signals is not evenly 

distributed over an entire plane in frequency space, but concentrated at the origin. It is 

also unknown if the pre-warp algorithm may introduce some distortion of its own to the 

signal. Therefore, a second series of tests were conducted in order to observe how the 

pre-warped NUB-FP filter design performs in practice. 

In order to establish the effectiveness of the proposed pre-warp algorithm, the 

two pre-warped filter bank designs and their non pre-warped counterparts from the 

previous tests were used to filter a set of linear trajectory signals. These LT signals 

were constructed following a similar procedure to the one outlined in Section 4.3.1. 

Each input signal was composed of a series of frames. These frames each contained a 

single 2D object that was spatially shifted between frames according to a set motion 

vector. Unlike the previous input LT signals, this test did not use a synthetic object. In 

order to observe how the various filters potentially change the characteristics of the LT 

signal, the 2D object was selected to be an image. The common benchmarking image 

known as 'lena' was used to form the input LT signal. This image contains a variety of 

textures and edges that can be used to measure the performance of a given filter. 

The LT signal described above was constructed for the same set of motion 

vectors used in the Section 5.5.1. Each of these input signals was then filtered 

independently using each of the four filter designs: a uniform bandwidth FP filter, a 

NUB-FP filter bank, and two pre-warped NUB-FP filter banks one with a wedge angle 

of zero and the other nlA. The performance of each filter design was measured by 

calculating the PSNR for each output signal over a series of 30 frames. These results 

are given in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3: Comparison of PSNR Between Pre-Warped and Standard 

NUB-FP Filter Bank Output Signals 

LT Signal 
Motion Vector 

PSNR (in dB) of Transmitted LT Signal LT Signal 
Motion Vector 

Uniform Bandwidth FP Filter NUB-FP Filter 

LT Signal 
Motion Vector 

Standard Pre-Warped Standard Pre-Warped 

v=[0.1,0.2, 1] 25.45 27.90 26.99 28.95 
[0.2, 0.2, 1] 25.13 27.37 26.58 28.63 
[0.3, 0.2, 1] 24.92 27.46 26.44 28.68 
[0.4, 0.2, 1] 24.87 27.24 26.38 28.51 
[0.5,0.2, 1] 24.91 27.34 26.42 28.60 

As in the previous test, the pre-warp algorithm was found to improve the 

performance of the filter bank design. The pre-warped filter bank designs demonstrate 

a clear improvement in output signal quality over the non pre-warped designs. It also is 

interesting to note that the general pattern displayed in Table 5.2 can be observed to 

repeat in Table 5.3. That is, when the motion vector of the LT signal is known, the pre-

warp algorithm provides a larger improvement in filter performance than the 

introduction of a wedge-shaped passband. Thus far, the pre-warped uniform bandwidth 

FP filter bank has performed better than the NUB-FP filter bank design in every trial. 

These results indicate that the proposed pre-warp algorithm enhances the performance 

of the NUB-FP filter bank design. 

5.5.3 A Drawback to the Pre-Warp Algorithm 

For each test performed in this chapter, the pre-warp algorithm was observed to 

quantitatively improve the performance of the filter bank design. However, there is a 

downside to the proposed algorithm. This section will examine one side effect of the 

proposed pre-warp algorithm that can hinder the qualitative performance of the NUB-

FP filter bank by distorting the output image sequence. This distortion arises from a 

combination of the pre-warp algorithm and the bandpass filtering operation used in the 

NUB-FP filter bank. 

In the previous chapter, it was stated that the NUB-FP filter bank design uses 

perfect reconstruction bandpass filters to sub-divide the input signal into a set of signals 

that are band limited in {(0\,ah). In order to retain this property of PR, it is necessary for 
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the spatial components of each sub-band signal to remain unaltered prior to being re-

combined. As the FP filtering stage will introduce changes to the spatial components of 

these sub-band signals (excluding the special case in which d=[0,0,l]), there will be 

distortion in the output signal of the NUB-FP filter bank that can be attributed to the FP 

filter violating the conditions for PR. This distortion will be present in both the NUB-

FP filter bank design and the pre-warped NUB-FP filter bank design, however, this 

distortion is magnified by the pre-warp algorithm. 

In the case of the NUB-FP filter bank without pre-warping, the distortion 

described above is not considered significant. This is because each sub-band is filtered 

using an FP filter with the same normal vector as all the other sub-bands, and it is this 

normal vector that dictates the extent to which the spatial components of the signal are 

affected by the FP filtering operation. Thus, in the non pre-warped NUB-FP filter the 

spatial properties of each band are altered in a similar manner, and the bandpass 

operation becomes almost-PR. This is not true in the case of the pre-warped NUB-FP 

filter bank. As the proposed algorithm provides each FP filter with a different normal 

vector, the spatial components of each sub-band will be altered in a varying ways. 

When each sub-band is affected in a different manner by the FP filter stage, the 

distortion discussed above becomes visible in the pre-warped NUB-FP output image 

sequence. 

This distortion in the output signal due to the pre-warp algorithm can be 

observed in Figure 5.10. In this figure, a frame from the steady state output signal for 

each filter design is displayed for the LT signal used in Section 5.5.2 with a motion 

vector v=[0.2,0.5,l]. Two boxes of interest have been marked on each output frame. 

Box ' A ' frames an area of detail within the transmitted LT signal. It can be observed 

that this textured region appears sharper when pre-warping (Fig 5.10b and 5.10c) is 

employed. This observable improvement demonstrates the effectiveness of the 

proposed pre-warp algorithm, however, the box labelled ' B ' highlights the drawback of 

the pre-warp algorithm. In this region, there is noticeable distortion due to the pre-warp 

algorithm present in both Figure 5.10b and Figure 5.10d. At location ' B ' , the edge of 

the 2D image used to construct the LT signal can be observed to ripple into the object. 

These ripples can be found surrounding most sharp edges in an object when the pre-

warp algorithm is implemented. 
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Although the distortion observed in Fig 5.10 is undesirable, the pre-warp 

algorithm has been shown to consistently improve the performance of the NUB-FP 

filter bank. The tests performed in this section demonstrated that despite these errors 

the proposed pre-warp algorithm improves filter performance. The quantitative results 

presented in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 illustrate that the pre-warp algorithm provides a 

greater improvement in filter performance than the wedge-shaped passband design in 

cases where the motion vector of an LT signal is known. The algorithm will therefore 

be implemented in future tests involving the NUB-FP filter bank in this thesis. 

Figure 5.10: Comparison of Output Frames for v=[0.2,0.5,l] 
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5.6 Summary 

The objective of this chapter was to propose an algorithm that would reduce the 

affects of frequency warping caused by the bilinear transform on the passband of the 

NUB-FP filter bank in toe9î 3. The chapter began by demonstrating how the passband 

of the FP filter is distorted by the bilinear transform. This was followed by a brief 

review on the concept of pre-warping a filter design. As these pre-warping techniques 

provide only a local solution to the problem of the frequency warping, it was 

determined that it is impractical to attempt to correct for frequency distortion in the case 

of the FP filter. Any adjustment made to improve the filter passband performance in 

one region of toe 9Î3 would lead to poorer performance in another region. On the other 

hand, the NUB-FP filter bank is constructed from a set of band limited FP filters. It was 

shown that because these FP filters operate over a limited ROS in toe 9Î3, it is possible 

for the NUB-FP filter bank passband to be adjusted in order to account for warping 

caused by the bilinear transform. A pre-warp algorithm for the NUB-FP filter bank was 

then proposed. 

The pre-warp algorithm introduced in this chapter was derived such that the 

central point of the FP passband of each filter bank sub-band would be correctly 

positioned in toe 9Î3. It was demonstrated that the area of a plane in toe 9Î3 enclosed by 

the passband of a filter bank is greatly increased by the introduction of the proposed 

pre-warp algorithm. The algorithm was also shown to improve the performance of the 

filter bank design when used to transmit a practical linear trajectory signal. When 

observing image sequences filtered using a pre-warped NUB-FP filter bank, the pre-

warp algorithm was shown to introduce some distortion to the video signal, however, 

the overall algorithm was deemed very successful in improving the performance of the 

NUB-FP filter bank design. 
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Chapter 6 

Tracking and Selectively Filtering Smooth Optical Flow Signals 

The research presented in this thesis began with the objective to design a filter 

capable of transmitting a linear trajectory signal with minimal high frequency 

attenuation in applications where precise knowledge concerning the motion vector of 

the LT signal is not available. The previous two chapters have dealt with the design 

issues of such a filter. In Chapter 4, the non-uniform bandwidth FP filter bank was 

introduced. This novel filter bank design that possesses a wedge-shaped passband was 

developed so that the planar ROS of a LT signal will remain within the filter bank 

passband despite any small discrepancies between the passband orientation and the 

precise motion vector of the LT signal. An improvement to the proposed filter bank 

design was made in Chapter 5 with the introduction of a pre-warp algorithm. This 

modification was incorporated into the filter bank design to offset warping in the 3D IIR 

filter passband caused by the bilinear transform. 

In each of these previous chapters, it was established that the NUB-FP filter 

bank design is an improvement over the FP filter when used to selectively filter linear 

trajectory signals under controlled, static test conditions. In this chapter, the 

performance of the NUB-FP filter bank will be compared to that of a FP filter when 

filtering LT signals that possess time-varying motion vectors, or smooth optical flow 

(SOF) signals. Furthermore, this filtering will be performed using a tracking algorithm 

to estimate the motion vector of the input SOF signal. This test scenario is designed to 

simulate a practical application for the NUB-FP filter bank, and will provide a strong 

measure as to the success of this filter bank design in meeting the thesis objective. 

This chapter will begin by reviewing two techniques for tracking a SOF signal. 

The first of these will be the three-step search (TSS), a common spatio-temporal 

domain method of determining movement in video sequences. The second technique to 

be reviewed will be a MixeD signal tracking algorithm. This second tracking method 

uses specific properties of LT signals in the MixeD in order to estimate the motion 

vector of a signal. Following this review, these two tracking algorithms will be 

compared for accuracy when tracking a LT signal possessing a time-varying motion 

vector in a variety of environments, and one of the methods will be selected to be 
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implemented a series of tests involving the tracking and selective filtering of SOF 

signals with the NUB-FP filter bank. These final tests will determine if the filter bank 

proposed in this thesis achieves the goal of reducing the distortions present in a 

selectively filtered linear trajectory signal caused by misalignment between the motion 

vector of the input signal and the frequency-planar filter normal. 

6.1 Review of Tracking SOF Signals in the Spatio-Temporal Domain 

Previous work involving the tracking and selective filtering of linear trajectory 

signals using FP filters [2] [3] made use of commonly known spatio-temporal tracking 

methods. As has been demonstrated throughout this thesis, in video applications a SOF 

signal in the ST domain is a sequence of images containing a 2D spatial object with 

smooth motion. Therefore, it is common practice to derive the motion vector of a SOF 

signal by tracking the movement of this 2D object. In general, these object tracking 

methods rely on a pixel-wise comparison, often referred to as block-matching [6], 

between two adjacent frames in a video sequence in order to determine the relative 

motion of a given 2D object. The following is a brief review of one of the commonly 

used ST tracking techniques, the three-step search (TSS) [6]. 

The three-step search is designed to be an efficient means of locating an object 

within a frame of a video sequence. This efficiency comes from searching for the 

object within a windowed region of the frame and not the entire image [6]. This search 

window for the TSS algorithm encompasses the region of space in («i,«2)eZ 2 where the 

object is most likely to be found. Typically, this window is centred at the last known 

location of the object and is extended by six pixels in each direction in («i,«2)e Z 2 . 

The TSS algorithm attempts to locate the object of interest by traversing the 

search window in three stages according to the diagram in Figure 6.1. For each of the 

three stages, a pixel-by-pixel comparison is performed between a stored version of the 

object to be found and a set of potential object locations within the search window. In 

the first stage, these comparisons begin at the centre of the search window and include a 

set of eight potential object locations offset from this centre point by three pixels in each 

direction as denoted by the square markers in Fig 6.1. Following these nine 
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comparisons, the location corresponding to the best match to hunted object is selected 

as the centre point for the next stage in the search. The second stage of the search 

follows the same pattern as the first only this time the set of locations examined are 

separated by two pixels instead of three. Similarly, the third and final stage of the 

search uses the best match from stage two as the new centre point and repeats the same 

search pattern using single pixel increments. In total, the three-step search performs 

twenty-five pixel-by-pixel comparisons to locate the object in each frame. 

Figure 6.1: Search Pattern Used By The Three-Step Search 

The three-step search is a popular choice among ST search techniques because it 

is an efficient algorithm that spans a large search window. It does however have some 

drawbacks. Like all block-matching techniques, the three-step search cannot handle 

cases where the object is sheared, scaled, or rotated as these operations alter the spatial 

properties of the object [10][15-18]. Another shortcoming of this method is that it 

requires knowledge concerning the original location of the object along with a stored 

version of that object in order to make its comparisons. Finally, the method provides 

poor resolution. The fact that the algorithm is pixel based results in integer solutions. 

Any estimated motion vector for a SOF signal obtained using the TSS will be an integer 

vector. 
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6.2 Review of Tracking Signals in the MixeD 

The ST domain three-step search algorithm reviewed in the previous section is 

known to be a successful technique for tracking a SOF signal, but the method does have 

some drawbacks such as the need for information about the initial conditions of the 

signal. These methods are also poor algorithms for cases in which the signal undergoes 

any rotation, shearing, scaling, or variation in intensity. In this section, a MixeD 

approach to tracking linear trajectory signals is reviewed. This technique proposed by 

Hamada et al [15-18] avoids many of the limitations of the ST domain approaches. 

Unlike ST block-matching methods that have been designed to discern movement 

between adjacent frames in a video sequence, the algorithm introduced by Hamada has 

been developed specifically for the tracking of LT signals over a series of input frames. 

By focusing on specific properties of LT signals, this tracking approach in the MixeD 

has been shown to be robust against changes that might occur in a SOF signal [16]. 

The key to this tracking algorithm is found in the MixeD representation of a 

linear trajectory signal. In Chapter 2, it was shown that a LT signal is characterized in 

the MixeD by a complex sinusoid, and that the frequency of this sinusoid corresponds 

directly to the motion vector of the linear trajectory signal in the ST domain. It is 

therefore possible to evaluate the motion vector of a LT signal by determining the 

frequency of the signal in the MixeD. This is the approach used by the MixeD linear 

trajectory signal tracking algorithm proposed in [15-18]. 

The first stage in tracking a LT signal in the MixeD is to translate the input 

signal from the spatio-temporal domain, xLT(n¡,ti2,nj), into the MixeD, Xu(u)¡,ub,nj). 

As discussed in Chapter 2, this translation is achieved by computing the Fourier 

transform of the ST signal with respect to the two spatial variables. When working with 

digital video sequences, this stage requires that the 2D FFT be applied to each frame of 

the input signal making the MixeD tracking algorithm very computationally complex. 

However, following this translation, the algorithm is able to simplify the problem of 

tracking a 3D LT signal into a ID signal processing problem. The frequency of this 

MixeD signal can be determined by observing a single point in (0)1,0)2) over a series of 

frames. The input signal to the MixeD tracking algorithm is therefore the ID signal 

denoted by WCDICO2[«.<] where 0)/0)2 refers to a fixed point in the (0)1,0)2) plane at which 
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X\sf{(0i,(Q2,ns) has been sampled. To increase the tolerance of the proposed algorithm to 

potential fluctuations in the intensity, or rotation of the original ST linear trajectory 

signal, Mwi(û2|>?.<] is normalized by 

creating a MixeD phase signal [16]. For simplicity, the phase signal «coico2["i] will be 

denoted by u[n] hereafter. 

The MixeD algorithm tracks a LT signal by estimating the frequency of the 

above phase signal. To accomplish this, the MixeD algorithm employs an adaptive 

notch filter, and an adaptive bandpass filter as depicted in Figure 6.2. The phase signal 

is filtered by the bandpass filter, Hy(z), to produce an output signal, y[n], and by the 

notch filter, He(r), to produce an error signal e[ri\. The critical frequency for these 

filters is set to an estimated value of the phase signal frequency that is determined by 

means of an adaptive algorithm. This adaptive algorithm uses y[n] and e[n] to update 

the estimated frequency, G3[»L in a step-wise fashion to find the local minimum of the 

error signal squared [15]. That is, the adaptive algorithm adjusts tïï[«] to find the 

frequency at which the majority of the input phase signal is being transmitted by the 

adaptive bandpass filter and blocked by the adaptive notch filter. When this occurs, the 

estimated frequency, Ü5[n], is assumed to closely approximate the frequency of the 

phase signal. The individual components of the structure shown in Figure 6.2 will be 

examined below. 

(6.1) 

H y ( z ) 

Adaptive 

Algorithm 

H e ( z ) 
e [AÏ] 

Figure 6.2: Structure of the MixeD Tracking Algorithm 
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As stated above, the output signal, y[n], is obtained by applying an adaptive 

first-order IIR bandpass filter to the input phase signal. The transfer function for this 

filter is given by [15] 

1-6 
l-b-e\p(jû7[n])z~ 

(6.2) 

where b is the filter coefficient (set to 6=0.9 for all results provided in this thesis) and 

GJffl] is the estimated phase signal frequency at time n. Similarly, the error signal is 

found by filtering the input signal u[n] with a first-order IIR adaptive notch filter. This 

filter has the transfer function [15] 

1+6 l-exp(yfir[n]): 
l-6-exp0"fi7[/;])r" 

(6.3) 

where the parameters 6 and a\n] are equivalent to those of the bandpass filter Hy(z). 

The critical frequency of the bandpass and notch filters is altered each sample 

period according to an estimated frequency signal, a\n\. This estimate of the frequency 

of the phase signal is derived according to an adaptive algorithm. This algorithm uses 

the steepest descent method to find the local minimum of the error signal squared. This 

is a step-wise algorithm of the form 

C7[n + l] = fflr[/i]-//V[/i] (6.4) 

where ¡I is a step size parameter (set to //=^/150 for all results provided in this thesis) 

and V [ « ] is the instantaneous, normalized gradient of the squared error signal. The 

value of V[A?] is found by taking the partial derivative of the error signal squared with 

respect to the estimated frequency resulting in the equation 

V [ » ] = . / 
e[n\ y*[n]-e'[n\ y[n\\ ^ Je[n] e[n] 

u[n\u*\n\ ) \u[n\ u*[ni 
(6.5) 

where denotes the complex conjugate of a signal. For details on how this equation 

was derived, please refer to [15]. 
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The above algorithm provides an estimate of the frequency of the MixeD linear 

trajectory signal at the spatial frequency location (0)1,0)2). In order to translate this 

information into an estimate of the motion vector of the linear trajectory signal, the 

algorithm outlined above must be applied to a minimum of two points in the (0)1,0)2) 

plane. These two points are used to solve the LT signal equation 

v,£W, +v,<y, +01 = 0 (6.6) 

for V/ and v? (for simplicity vj is set to unity). Provided some information is available 

concerning the frequency components of the LT signal to be tracked, these points 

should be selected in a region where the signal energy is strong and above the noise 

floor. If this information is not available prior to the implementation of this algorithm, a 

means of determining the optimal positions in the spatial frequency space at the time of 

implementation is provided in [17]. 

The tracking algorithm reviewed in this section estimates the motion vector of a 

LT signal using known properties of the LT signals in the MixeD. This technique has 

some advantages over the three-step search reviewed previously. The MixeD approach 

does not require a priori information regarding the initial conditions of the signal to be 

tracked, and it has been demonstrated that this method is more robust to changes in the 

spatial properties of a LT signal than ST domain techniques [16]. Also, the MixeD 

tracking algorithm is able to provide a motion vector estimate that of sub-pixel 

accuracy. The downside to this tracking technique is the computational time required to 

translate the input signal into the MixeD. 

6.3 Comparison of Tracking Algorithm Performance 

The previous two sections provided a review of two approaches to tracking a 

SOF signal. In these sections, many of the major advantages and disadvantages of the 

each tracking algorithm were outlined. While these factors are relevant, prior to 

selecting a tracking algorithm, it is important to examine the accuracy of each tracking 

method. In this section, the precision of the two tracking algorithms reviewed above 
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will be compared. This assessment will be done in two parts. The first will compare 

algorithm precision in a noise free environment, and the second test will examine how 

robust each tracking algorithm is to background noise. 

6.3.1 Tracking a SOF Signal in Noise-Free Conditions 

In order to compare the accuracy of the MixeD tracking algorithm to the ST 

domain TSS method, each technique was first applied to a noise-free linear trajectory 

signal. For this test, the linear trajectory signal was constructed from an image 

sequence composed of a synthetic 2D object moving along a smooth trajectory. 

Similar to previous test cases presented in this thesis, the synthetic object was a simple 

30x30 pixel block positioned within a frame composed of 256x256 pixels. The location 

of the object was then altered between frames according to a given motion vector. 

Unlike previous tests performed in this thesis, the motion vector for the input signal in 

this test was time varying creating a SOF signal. The motion vector of the signal was 

defined as: 

v = [v,[«3], v, [n.l l] (6.7) 

where 

V l [«3]=^ S I N | ( N 3 ( 6 - 8 A ) 
I \ /5 ) 

(6.8b) 
v IJJ 

v2[n3] = —cos (n3 — l ) — 
2 

resulting in the object following a spiral path through the image sequence. 

This input SOF signal was tracked using both the MixeD tracking algorithm and 

the three-step search. As the TSS algorithm can only provide an integer estimate of the 

trajectory of an object, the estimated motion vector for each algorithm was averaged 

over four frames. The additional step of smoothing the estimated motion vector not 

only compensates for the poor resolution of the three-step search, but also reduces noise 

found in the estimated motion vectors for both tracking techniques. For the given test 

conditions, both tracking algorithms performed extremely well. 
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A plot of the motion vector as estimated by the three-step search along with the 

actual motion vector of the input signal is provided in Figure 6.3. It can be observed 

that the estimated motion vector is very close to the actual value throughout the entire 

test. The mean squared error (MSE) between the actual and estimated motion vectors 

over a period of 100 frames was calculated to be 0.0125 pixel/frame, and the greatest 

error at any one time between the estimated motion vector and its actual value was 

found to be 0.0389 pixel/frame. Clearly, the three-step search performs well in a noise 

free environment. However, the effects of an integer-based algorithm can be observed 

in the TSS output. In Fig 6.3, the plot of the estimated motion vector is noisy. The 

jagged nature of this plot is due to the poor resolution available through the three-step 

search. 

_21 1 1 1 i  
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frame 
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Figure 6.3: Motion Vector as Estimated By the Three-Step Search 

Figure 6.4 displays the plot of the estimated motion vector of the MixeD 

algorithm. Note that unlike the TSS technique, the MixeD algorithm has a transient 

start-up time due to the use of recursive filters. To ensure that this transient response 

did not influence the results of the experiment, all calculations regarding the precision 

of the MixeD algorithm were made after the system had reached its steady state. As 
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with the three-step search results, the MSE of the estimated motion vector was 

calculated for the MixeD algorithm over 100 samples. The mean squared error of this 

algorithm proved to be 0.0041 pixel/frame with the largest error at any single point in 

time being 0.0133 pixel/frame. From these results, both tracking techniques can be 

deemed very accurate. The MixeD algorithm has a slightly higher level of precision 

than the TSS due to its sub-pixel accuracy. This higher resolution also results in less 

noise in the estimated motion vector. The estimated motion vector in Fig 6.4 follows a 

much smoother curve than the results plotted in Fig 6.3. 

frame 

Figure 6.4: Motion Vector as Estimated By the MixeD Algorithm 

6.3.2 Tracking a SOF Signal in Noise 

The above test measured little difference between the two tracking algorithms. 

Both algorithms estimated the motion vector of the SOF signal with a high level of 

precision. To better contrast the performance of these algorithms, a second series of 

tests were performed. These trials studied the performance of the two algorithms when 

tracking a SOF signal in the presence of noise. It is important to examine the robustness 

of each tracking algorithms to noise because in the second half of this chapter, one of 

these tracking techniques will be employed to steer the NUB-FP filter bank in a number 
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of tests. One objective of these future tests will be to examine the selectivity of the 

NUB-FP filter bank, and will involve tracking and filtering signals in a variety of noisy 

environments. 

To test the robustness of these tracking algorithms in a noisy environment, a set 

of SOF signals were constructed by adding varying levels of white noise to the SOF 

signal used in section 6.3.1. This white noise had zero mean, and its variance was used 

as a metric of the noise intensity. Figure 6.5 displays sample output frames for a set of 

these input signals. To ensure that both algorithms were given an equal opportunity to 

perform well, the noise was not introduced into the input signal until after the MixeD 

algorithm had found the SOF signal and was operating in the steady state. This way, 

the noise could not mislead the adaptive algorithm during the filter transient time. 

a) noise var = 0.0 b) noise var = 0.10 

c) noise var = 0.50 d) noise var = 1.25 

Figure 6.5: Frames of Noisy Input Signals 

Following the same procedure as used in Section 6.3.1, the two algorithms were 

independently used to track the SOF signal and estimate the motion vector of the signal. 

As in the previous tests, the MSE between the estimated and precise motion vector of 

the SOF signal was averaged over 100 samples points for each algorithm, and these 
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results are provided in Table 6.1. From this table, it can be seen that the TSS algorithm 

has a much higher tolerance for noise than the MixeD approach. While the precision of 

the MixeD algorithm is noticeably worsened by the addition of any external noise to the 

input signal, the performance of the three-step search algorithm is not influenced by the 

introduction of noise until the energy level of this noise exceeds that of the SOF signal 

being tracked. 

One explanation for the superior performance of the TSS is that the technique 

considers a far greater number of sample points than the MixeD algorithm. The three-

step search can be thought of as calculating the average the difference between two 

images. When white noise with zero mean is added to one of the images, the TSS 

algorithm essentially averages this disturbance out. The MixeD algorithm, though, 

bases its estimate on only two sample points leaving it susceptible to noise. It can be 

seen from the results in Table 6.1 that even the smallest amount of noise added to the 

input signal can greatly affect the precision of the MixeD tracking algorithm. 

Table 6.1: Accuracy of Tracking Algorithms in Noise 

Noise 

Variance 

Three-Step Search MixeD Algorithm Noise 

Variance MSE (100 frames) 

(pixel/frame) 

Maximum 

(pixel/frame) 

MSE (100 frames) 

(pixel/frame) 

Maximum 

(pixel/frame) 

0 0.0125 0.0389 0.0041 0.0133 

0.1 0.0125 0.0389 0.0402 0.2232 

0.25 0.0125 0.0389 0.0592 0.3169 

0.50 0.0125 0.0389 0.1811 0.7241 

0.75 0.0125 0.0389 0.1577 0.5712 

1.00 0.0139 0.0688 0.3620 1.5540 

1.25 0.0156 0.1344 0.2882 1.0460 
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6.4 Selecting A Tracking Algorithm 

Two tracking algorithms have been reviewed, and tested in this chapter. The 

motivation behind the work detailed in the previous sections was to find a tracking 

algorithm suitable for future tests using the NUB-FP filter bank. In this section, one of 

the two tracking algorithms will be selected for use in the final series of tests for the 

NUB-FP filter bank that are to be conducted in Section 6.5. The decision reached in 

this section is based on the performance of the algorithms in the two test scenarios 

presented above, and on the computational complexity associated with each tracking 

technique. 

In Section 6.3.1, both tracking algorithms were shown to provide an accurate 

estimation of the motion vector of a SOF signal. Given a noise-free SOF signal, there is 

little difference between the precision of the MixeD and three-step search algorithms. 

However, in Section 6.3.2 the TSS algorithm demonstrated a far greater tolerance to 

noise than the MixeD algorithm. The three-step search is also the algorithm with a 

lower computational complexity. The order of complexity for the TSS is given by 

0(W) where W denotes the size of the search window [6], while the use of the 2D FFT 

to translate the input signal into the MixeD makes the order of complexity for the 

MixeD approach 0(Mog(/V)) where N denotes the size of the input frame. Based on 

these results, the three-step search is chosen as the tracking algorithm to implement in 

the next section of this thesis. 

Although the three-step search proved to be the preferred tracking algorithm for 

the work in this thesis, this does not mean that the MixeD tracking algorithm should be 

overlooked in future work. The MixeD approach to LT signal tracking has many 

attractive features. This method requires no a priori knowledge concerning the input 

signal, and it is a more robust tracking algorithm under circumstances where the spatial 

properties of the input signal are variable [16]. 

It should be noted that much of the work and review presented above was 

motivated by the author's desire to examine the MixeD tracking technique in detail. 

This algorithm was founded on the same properties of 3D signals as studied in the 

course of researching the NUB-FP filter bank, and thus became the preferred algorithm 

for use with the filter bank design. It was the poor performance of this tracking 
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technique in the presence of noise and secondary signals that necessitated the use of the 

TSS algorithm for the remainder of this thesis. 

6.5 Performance of NUB-FP Filter Bank When Filtering a Tracked SOF Signal 

Thus far, the NUB-FP filter bank design has been demonstrated to perform well 

in a series of tests. These prior tests were developed to verify that the wedge-shaped 

passband of the NUB-FP filter bank is an improvement on the uniform plane-shaped 

passband of the FP filter for the filtering of LT signals under conditions where the filter 

normal and the ROS of the LT signal are misaligned. While the NUB-FP filter bank 

design performed better than the FP filter in these previous experiments, the tests all 

featured static conditions. The motion vector of the LT signal along with the filter 

normal were held constant throughout these trials, and misalignment between the signal 

and filter was arbitrarily set. In this section, the NUB-FP filter bank will be tested 

under less ideal conditions. The filter bank will be employed to transmit a SOF signal 

as the signal is tracked. The objective of this test is to observe the performance of the 

NUB-FP filter bank in an environment that closely simulates the type of practical 

applications for which this filter was developed. 

In order to observe the performance of the NUB-FP filter bank when filtering a 

tracked SOF signal, an input signal was constructed using the technique outlined in 

Section 6.3.1. That is, a SOF signal was constructed from of a sequence of images 

containing a single 2D object following smooth spiral path defined by equations (6.7) 

and (6.8). The only change introduced for this test case was replacing the synthetic 2D 

block used in Section 6.3.1 with the 'lena' image previously used in Chapter 5. This 

noise-free SOF signal was then filtered using the pre-warped NUB-FP filter bank, and 

the uniform bandwidth FP filter independently. As the trajectory of the input signal was 

time varying, the orientation of each filter passband was altered on a frame-by-frame 

basis according to an estimated motion vector. For each trial, this estimated motion 

vector was obtained by applying the TSS algorithm to the input signal. The output 

signal from each filter design was then examined to determine how well the filter 

transmitted the SOF signal. 
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Under these test conditions, the NUB-FP filter bank design outperformed the 

uniform bandwidth FP filter. The recovered 2D object from a single frame of the output 

from each filter design is shown in Figure 6.6. Note that the textures and edges in the 

image transmitted by the filter bank design have been preserved better than those in the 

image transmitted by the uniform bandwidth FP filter. This is an indication that the 

NUB-FP filter bank has been successful in transmitting more of the high frequency 

components of the SOF signal than the FP filter design. Calculating the average PSNR 

for the output of each filter over 30 frames found that the FP filter output had an 

average PSNR of 23.55dB while the NUB-FP filter bank output had an average PSNR 

of 26.96dB. This modest improvement of almost 3.5dB in the output signal is 

perceivable when examining the two output video sequences. These results are 

encouraging considering the precision of the tracking algorithm. Recall that in a noise-

free environment, the TSS is very precise at estimating the motion vector of a signal. 

This high precision translates into a very small misalignment between the filter normal 

and the motion vector of the LT signal reducing the effectiveness of the wedge-shaped 

passband. 

frame from 
output signal 

Figure 6.6: Output Frames of Tracked and Filtered SOF Signal 
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The results obtained in this test demonstrate that the pre-warped NUB-FP filter 

bank is an improved method of filtering SOF signals over the uniform bandwidth FP 

filter design. However, it was shown in Chapter 5 that the pre-warp algorithm 

introduced some distortion of its own to the filtered signal. To examine how the pre-

warp algorithm may have hindered the performance of the NUB-FP filter bank in this 

test, the above tracking experiment was repeated using a NUB-FP filter bank without 

the pre-warping. An output frame from this filter test is shown in Figure 6.7 alongside a 

frame from the pre-warped NUB-FP filter bank trial. As was found in the experiments 

conducted in Chapter 5, the implementation of the pre-warp algorithm does introduce 

some distortion into the filtered signal. Comparing the two output frames displayed in 

Fig 6.7, edge effects can be observed in the signal transmitted by the pre-warped NUB-

FP filter bank. 

a) output frame from b) output frame from NUB-FP 
pre-warped NUB-FP without pre-warping 

Figure 6.7: Pre-Warp Distortion in the Filtered SOF Signal 
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Recall that the decision to adopt the pre-warp algorithm into the NUB-FP filter 

bank design was based on the desire to transmit as much of the LT signal as possible. 

That is, while the pre-warp algorithm does introduce distortion into the signal, the 

output signal from the pre-warped filter design is still a quantitatively higher quality 

signal. This factor of the pre-warp technique holds true for this test case. The average 

PSNR for the non pre-warped NUB-FP filter was calculated to be 24.45dB, a value 

noticeably lower than the 26.96dB measured for the pre-warped NUB-FP output signal. 

It is on only on the qualitative level that the use of the pre-warp algorithm can be 

observed to distort the signal. The remainder of the test results presented in this section 

were obtained using the pre-warp algorithm. 

6.6 Test of NUB-FP Filter Bank Selectivity 

Throughout the research presented in this thesis, the NUB-FP filter bank design 

has been shown to perform better than the uniform bandwidth FP filter when 

transmitting a solitary LT signal. It is, however, anticipated that this filter design will 

be applied to selective filtering applications. That is, scenarios where a LT signal must 

be isolated from a noisy input signal, or an input signal composed of many LT signals. 

For example, it may be desirable to implement the NUB-FP filter design to enhance a 

single object within a 3D radar signal composed of multiple aircraft. 

At this point, the concept of filter bank selectivity has not been examined in 

detail in this thesis. Tests to observe the selectivity of the NUB-FP filter bank have 

been reserved until this section in hopes of providing a set of practical, and fair test 

conditions. The wedge-shaped passband of the NUB-FP filter bank is designed for use 

in applications where the motion vector of the LT signal is not known precisely. Prior 

to the introduction of a tracking algorithm, selectivity tests would have required using 

either the precise motion vector of the LT signal, or a deliberately distorted motion 

vector. While use of the precise motion vector would reduce the effectiveness of the 

wedge-shaped design, use of a motion vector containing deliberate errors would skew 

any results in the favour of the NUB-FP filter bank design. Therefore, it was decided 

that best method of testing the selectivity of the NUB-FP filter bank would be when the 
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signal of interest is being tracked. It is assumed that the results obtained under these 

conditions will accurately reflect the selectivity of the NUB-FP design, and that the 

observations made will be unbiased. 

In this section, three test cases are examined. The objective of the first two tests 

is to observe how the NUB-FP filter performs in selective filtering applications. The 

first concerns filter performance in a noisy environment, and the second test considers 

the scenario in which more than one SOF signal is present in the input signal. The final 

set of tests performed in this section deal with altering the selectivity of the NUB-FP 

filter bank. These final tests observe how decreasing the angle of the passband wedge 

may improve the selectivity of the NUB-FP filter bank. 

6.6.1 Selective Filtering In Noise 

To contrast the performance of the NUB-FP filter bank with the uniform 

bandwidth FP filter in a noisy environment, the two filter designs were used to filter a 

SOF signal as it was tracked through a series of noisy environments. These tests 

followed the same procedure as used the previous Section 6.5, only the input sequence 

consisted of both a SOF signal and white noise. The SOF signal used was constructed 

using the same 'lena' image sequence with a spiral motion vector as implemented in 

Section 6.5, and white noise was added to this signal in the same manner as outlined in 

Section 6.3.2. These signals were then filtered independently by both the pre-warped 

NUB-FP filter bank and the FP filter. As in the previous section, these filters were 

orientated to transmit the SOF signal based upon the estimated motion vector of the 

signal provided by the three-step search algorithm. 

Following filtering, the average PSNR for each output signal was calculated 

over a sequence of 30 frames. These results are provided in Table 6.2 along with the 

average PSNR of the input signal. From these values, it can be seen that both filter 

designs were successful in reducing level of noise in the signal. Unlike the previous 

filter tests in this thesis, the best results were obtained by filtering the noisy SOF signal 

with the uniform bandwidth FP filter. The FP filter removed more noise from the image 

sequence than the NUB-FP filter design, and provided a qualitatively superior result. 

This improved performance is demonstrated in Figure 6.8. In this figure, a frame from 

the output signal of each filter has been provided for the input signal with a normalized 
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noise variance of 0.25. It can be observed that the FP filter has removed more of the 

white noise present in the input signal than the NUB-FP filter resulting in a clearer 

output signal. These results are not surprising as the volume of the wedge-shaped 

passband of the NUB-FP filter bank is much larger, but do highlight the key trade-off in 

the NUB-FP filter bank design: while the wedge-shaped passband is successful at 

transmitting a LT signal with reduced high frequency distortions, this improvement 

comes at the cost of the filter performance in noise. 

frame from output 
signal 

Figure 6.8: Output Frames from Noisy Environment 

Table 6.2: Average PSNR of Filtered SOF Signal 

Noise 

Variance 

PSNR of Input 

SOF Signal 

(in dB) 

PSNR of 

FP Filter Output 

(in dB) 

PSNR of NUB-

FP Output 

(in dB) 

0 OO 24.45 25.96 

0.25 6.02 19.53 17.31 

0.50 3.02 17.49 14.87 

1.25 -0.98 13.93 11.80 
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6.6.2 Filtering Performance When Multiple SOF Signals Are Present 

A second issue in filter selectivity involves the case in which multiple SOF 

signals are present in the input signal. It is important that given two SOF signals with 

different motion vectors, the NUB-FP filter bank is capable of transmitting one of these 

signals while attenuating the other. The following outlines the ability of the NUB-FP 

filter bank design to isolate one SOF signal from an input signal consisting of multiple 

SOF signals was tested and compared to the ability of the FP filter design. 

To test the ability of each filter design to transmit one single SOF signal while 

attenuating others, an input signal was assembled featuring two independent SOF 

signals. Each of these SOF signals was constructed from a sequence of images 

consisting of a synthetic block moving along a smooth trajectory. The motion vector of 

the first SOF signal was set to the values given in equation (6.7) and (6.8) such that the 

object followed a clockwise spiral. The motion vector of the second SOF signal was set 

to follow a similar spiral path only in the counter-clockwise direction. Adding these 

two image sequences together created an input signal possessing two distinct SOF 

signals. 

The above input signal was then filtered independently by the NUB-FP filter 

bank and uniform bandwidth FP filter following the same procedure of tracking and 

filtering as the previous experiments in this chapter. In this case, the tracking algorithm 

was used to trace the movement of the synthetic object moving in a clockwise spiral. A 

single frame of the output signal from each filter is displayed in Figure 6.9. In this 

figure, the object corresponding to the SOF signal to be transmitted by the filters is 

outlined by box ' A ' while the object corresponding to the second unwanted SOF signal 

is framed by box ' B ' . Examining the transmitted object in box ' A ' , the output signal 

from the NUB-FP filter bank can be observed to have sharper edge definition than the 

output signal from the uniform bandwidth FP filter. This is the desired result for the 

wedge-shaped passband design. On the other hand, the NUB-FP filter bank has not 

attenuated the second unwanted signal to the same extent as the FP filter. 
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frame from output 
signal 

Figure 6.9: Selective Filtering Multiple SOF Signals 

As in the case of the tests using a noisy input signal, the results found in this 

section demonstrate that the NUB-FP filter bank does not perform as well as the FP 

filter when filter selectivity is being measured. Unlike the noisy environment 

experiments, however, the poorer selectivity of the NUB-FP filter bank design is not as 

disconcerting in the case featuring multiple SOF signals. The ability of the filter bank 

design to reduce high frequency distortions in the transmitted SOF signal can be 

observed in Fig 6.9. The poorer attenuation provided by the wedge-shaped passband 

design does not distract from this improvement. The NUB-FP filter bank has achieved 

the objective of transmitting the desired SOF signal while attenuating the unwanted 

SOF signal. 

6.6.3 Increasing Selectivity By Adjusting the Shape of the Filter Bank Passband 

The above selective filtering test results demonstrate a drawback to the wedge-

shaped passband design. The NUB-FP filter bank will transmit a tracked SOF signal 

with less distortion than the FP filter; however, the wedge-shaped passband design does 

not perform as well as the planar passband in noisy conditions. The NUB-FP filter bank 
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design transmits a greater amount of noise than the uniform bandwidth FP filter because 

the passband of the NUB-FP filter bank encompasses a larger volume in coe9î3. The 

passband of a FP filter has a volume of 4 K 2 B Q rad/s3 (where Bo is the bandwidth scaling 

constant defined in Chapter 4) while the NUB-FP filter bank with a wedge angle of 45 

degrees has a passband with a volume of 7.012TTBO rad/s". Although this larger 

passband reduces distortion in filtered LT signals, it also impedes the selectivity of the 

NUB-FP filter bank. When filtering a signal containing white noise, the wedge-shaped 

passband of the filter bank will transmit over 75% more noise than the FP filter. This 

trade-off between filter bank performance and selectivity leads to one final design 

criterion to be examined in this thesis: adjusting the passband wedge angle. 

Throughout the design procedure, it has been assumed that the NUB-FP filter 

bank requires a wedge-shaped passband in order to offset errors between the precise 

motion vector of a LT signal and an estimated motion vector. Test cases presented in 

Chapter 4 and in Section 6.5 have verified that this wedge-shaped passband does a 

better job of filtering a LT signal than the uniform bandwidth passband when this error 

in alignment exists. However, the degree of this misalignment will be different for each 

filter application. In the test cases examined above, the three-step search provided a 

very precise estimate of the SOF signal motion vector. Therefore, using a NUB-FP 

filter bank with a wide-angle (45 degrees) wedge-shaped passband is not advantageous, 

especially when noise is present in the signal. 

To observe the influence of the wedge angle on the performance of the NUB-FP 

filter bank design, the experiments involving the filtering of a noisy signal from Section 

6.6.1 were repeated for a set of pre-warped NUB-FP filter banks with wedge angles set 

to 45, 5, and 0 degrees. The results for these tests are shown in Table 6.3 along with the 

results of the FP filter trials obtained in Section 6.6.1. From this table, it can be seen 

that decreasing the angle of the wedge-shaped passband improves the performance of 

the NUB-FP filter bank in a noisy environment. Due to the high precision of the TSS 

tracking algorithm, the best results were obtained by when the wedge angle of the NUB-

FP filter bank was set to zero. As demonstrated in Chapter 5, setting the wedge angle to 

zero creates a filter bank possessing a uniform bandwidth passband. Under these 

conditions, the filter bank design demonstrated a slight improvement in output signal 

quality over the FP filter design. This improvement is attributed to the pre-warp 
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algorithm employed by the filter bank design. These results suggest that the parameters 

of the NUB-FP filter bank design should be considered case specific, a topic that will be 

discussed in Chapter 7. 

Table 6.3: Average PSNR of Filtered SOF Signal for Varying Wedge Angle 

Noise 

Variance 

PSNR of 

FP Filter Output 

(in dB) 

PSNR of NUB-FP Output 

(in dB) 

Noise 

Variance 

PSNR of 

FP Filter Output 

(in dB) wedge angle (in degrees) 

Noise 

Variance 

PSNR of 

FP Filter Output 

(in dB) 

45 5 0 

0.25 19.53 17.31 19.38 19.68 

0.50 17.49 14.87 17.13 17.43 

1.25 13.93 11.80 13.91 14.29 

6.7 Summary 

This chapter began with a review of two techniques that can be implemented to 

track a smooth optical flow signal. That is, a LT signal possessing a time-varying 

motion vector. The first method discussed was the common spatio-temporal domain 

tracking method known as the three-step search. This algorithm is a computationally 

efficient search that requires prior knowledge concerning the signal to be tracked and 

that the spatial characteristics of the signal do not change during the tracking procedure. 

The second technique reviewed in this chapter was a tracking algorithm designed 

specifically for LT signals. This method uses MixeD filtering to determine the motion 

vector of a LT signal. The MixeD tracking method avoids many of the limitations 

associated with the TSS search and other ST domain block-matching techniques such as 

initial knowledge about the signal to be tracked. However, this MixeD approach is 

computationally complex. 

Following a review of these two tracking techniques, a series of tests were 

performed in order to contrast the precision of the algorithms. It was shown that in a 

noise-free environment, both of the proposed tracking algorithms are able to estimate 

the motion vector of a SOF signal accurately. However, when background noise was 
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added to the test conditions, the TSS was observed to perform much better than the 

MixeD tracking technique. Due to its computational efficiency and robust performance 

in a noisy environment, the three-step search was selected for testing the performance of 

the NUB-FP filter bank in a series of practical applications. 

The TSS algorithm was then used to test the performance of the wedge-shaped 

passband design when applied to a SOF signal being tracked. In this test, a LT signal 

possessing a time varying motion vector was tracked using the three-step search, and 

the estimated motion vector was then used to orientate the passband of the pre-warped 

NUB-FP filter. This test scenario was designed to simulate a practical application of the 

NUB-FP filter bank, and the results demonstrated that the NUB-FP filter bank achieves 

its objective. The signal transmitted by the NUB-FP filter bank using imprecise 

estimates of the signal trajectory was of higher quality than the output signal obtained 

by performing the same test using the uniform bandwidth FP filter. 

The chapter concluded by comparing the selectivity of the uniform bandwidth 

FP filter and the NUB-FP filter bank designs. The comparison was performed first for 

the case of a single SOF signal in a noisy environment, and then for the case in which 

more than one SOF signal was present at the filter input. In the first test case, the NUB-

FP filter bank was found to be poor at transmitting a SOF signal in noise. This is a 

known problem with the wedge-shaped passband due to the volume of its passband in 

Coe9î3. It was later demonstrated that the performance of the NUB-FP filter bank 

design could be improved in the case of filtering noisy signals by reducing the wedge 

angle of the passband. In the second test case, the NUB-FP filter bank was observed to 

selectively filter one of two SOF signals in an input image sequence with mixed results. 

While the NUB-FP filter bank design transmitted the desired SOF signal better than 

when the same sequence was filtered with a uniform bandwidth FP filter, the filter bank 

design did not attenuate the second unwanted SOF signal to the same extent as the FP 

filter design. In the case of multiple SOF signals, this trade-off in filter performance 

favours the NUB-FP filter bank design as the transmitted signal is of high quality. 
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Chapter 7 

Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis demonstrates one technique for designing a 

filter bank that possesses a 3D wedge-shaped passband in coe9î\ The proposed non

uniform bandwidth frequency-planar filter bank selectively filters linear trajectory 

signals with less distortion than previous filter designs that employ a plane-shaped 

passband. While this is an encouraging start, it is by no means the end of the design 

procedure. There are numerous design options available to further enhance, or simplify, 

the NUB-FP filter bank design. In this chapter, potential modifications to the NUB-FP 

filter bank are suggested. These changes represent future work that may build upon the 

success of the NUB-FP filter bank design introduced in this thesis. 

7.1 Reducing Computational Complexity and Memory Requirements 

Two shortcomings of the NUB-FP filter bank introduced in this thesis are the 

high computational complexity, and large memory requirements of the design. These 

problems are directly related to the bandpass filtering stage of the NUB-FP filter bank. 

The currently employed 2D FIR bandpass filter bank is of order 33.v33 making the 

NUB-FP filter bank design almost as computationally complex as the 3D FIR wedge 

filter design reviewed in Chapter 1. Furthermore, the sub-band signals created by the 

2D FIR bandpass filtering operation are each equivalent in size to the original input 

signal. Therefore, this filtering technique requires a large amount of memory in order to 

store the sub-band signals. Any alterations to the NUB-FP filter bank design that can 

reduce these factors should be considered for future applications. In this section, two 

potential solutions to the problems of high computational complexity and memory 

requirements are suggested: the wavelet filter bank, and the polyphase filter bank. 
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7.1.1 Implementation of a Wavelet Filter Bank 

One solution to the high computational and memory costs of the NUB-FP filter 

bank is to replace the 2D FIR bandpass filter bank with a wavelet filter bank. Wavelet 

analysis is a popular technique of subdividing digital images because it is both a PR 

filtering method and is fully decimating [7][28]. That is, wavelet analysis may be used 

to divide a signal into a set of spatially band limited sub-bands without losing any 

information contained in the original signal, or increasing the overall number of data 

points. The wavelet transform therefore appears to be a favourable replacement for the 

2D FIR bandpass filter bank. The following is a brief overview of the wavelet 

transform that highlights the key advantages and disadvantages of implementing this 

filtering technique in the NUB-FP filter bank. 

The discrete wavelet transform consists of two orthogonal functions: a wavelet 

function, H(){z), and a scaling function, GQ{Z). In the signal analysis stage, these two 

functions are independently applied to the input signal to produce two sub-band signals 

as displayed in Figure 7.1. The wavelet function is applied the input signal to produce a 

high frequency detail signal while the scaling function produces an output signal 

referred to as the approximation signal consisting of the low frequency components of 

the input signal [28]. Following fdtering, the two sub-band signals are downsampled. 

Wavelet analysis has an advantage over the 2D FIR bandpass filtering technique 

because the wavelet filters are usually very low order filters (4th order FIR filters would 

be sufficient for implementation in the NUB-FP filter bank), and the decimation of the 

sub-band signals greatly reduces the amount of data to be stored within the NUB-FP 

filter bank. 

x[n] 

H0(z) *4 H0(z) *4 
^DETAl[2»] 

• 

G0(z) 4 G0(z) 4 
^ A P P R O x t 2 " ] 

• 

Figure 7.1: Wavelet Analysis Filter Bank 
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There are disadvantages to replacing the 2D FIR bandpass filter bank with a 

wavelet filter bank. One shortcoming of the wavelet transform approach is the 

sequence of events in the analysis stage. The sub-band signals are decimated following 

the filtering operation. This can cause problems for the NUB-FP filter bank design 

because downsampling a signal after it has been filtered will alter the spectral 

characteristics of the signal. Consider the case of a linear trajectory signal with a region 

of support in the frequency domain that surrounds a plane centred at the origin as 

depicted by a cross-sectional view in Figure 7.2a. Following the filtering stage of the 

wavelet analysis, the input signal is divided into a set of band limited sub-bands. Prior 

to downsampling, these wavelet sub-band signals are contained within the same ROS as 

the input signal as shown in Figure 7.2b. The region of support for each of these band 

limited signals remains a plane centred at the origin in COG 9Î"\ However, this property 

changes when the signals are decimated. Figure 7.2c displays the frequency domain 

representation of the wavelet analysis signals subsequent to downsampling. While the 

ROS of the approximation signal remains a plane centred at the origin, the same is not 

true for the detail signal. The ROS of the detail signal is still planar, but it is not centred 

at the origin. This shift in the ROS of the wavelet sub-band signal poses a problem for 

the NUB-FP filter bank design because the planar passband of the FP filter must be 

centred at the origin in COG 9?3. 
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a) Cross-Sectional View of an Input LT Signal 
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c) Wavelet Sub-Bands Following Downsampling 

Figure 7.2: The Effect of Downsampling on the Frequency Domain Characteristics 

of LT Signals 

Wavelet analysis is one suggestion for improving the efficiency of the NUB-FP 

filter bank in future trials. Typical wavelet analysis filters are of low order compared to 

the 2D FIR bandpass filter currently used in the NUB-FP filter bank design, thus, the 

computational complexity of the filter design would be reduced. The wavelet filtering 

technique also decimates sub-band signals lessening the memory requirements for the 

system. However, there is concern that because the wavelet transform downsamples the 

signals subsequent to the filtering operation, this approach may not be suitable for 

applications filtering LT signals. 
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7.1.2 Implementation of a Polyphase Filter Bank 

Similar to wavelet analysis, polyphase filtering is a multirate filtering technique 

that decimates the signal to increase efficiency [7] [29] [30]. It is anticipated that 

implementing a polyphase filter bank in place of the current FIR bandpass filter bank 

would reduce the computational complexity of the overall NUB-FP filter bank design. 

The following is a brief review of how this filtering technique may be implemented. 

The efficiency in this filter bank technique is achieved through the polyphase 

decomposition system [29] [30]. Consider the filter given by 

ff(z)= f>(«)z-" (7.1) 

This function may be re-written a superposition of two independent transfer functions 

H(z) = E0(z2)+z-iEl(z2) (7.2) 

where 

£„(.-)= |>(2rc)-"", E , ( z ) = | > ( 2 » + 1>- (7.3) 

These decomposition sequences En and E i are referred to as the polyphase components 

of h[n] [30]. This superposition can be taken further to the general form 

M-\ 
H{z)^Yàz-,E,(zM) (7.4) 

/=« 

where 

E,(z)= |>(Mw+ /) (7.5) 
,) = -00 

to form the M-branch polyphase decomposition of H(z) [30]. 

The above filter transfer function decomposition can be implemented by the 

filter bank structure displayed in Figure 7.3a. This set-up is similar to the previously 

reviewed wavelet transform, however, the polyphase components are all of form E(zM). 

This is the key advantage of the polyphase filter bank as, by making use is of the noble 

identity [29], the filter bank can be implemented with the downsampling stage occurring 
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prior to filtering as shown in Figure 7.3b. This is a very favourable result for the 

application being considered. By incorporating the downsampling before filtering, the 

polyphase filter bank does not affect the key frequency domain characteristics of the 

input signal. 

.v[n] 
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a) Polyphase Filter Bank 

b) Simplified Polyphase Filter Bank Structure 

Figure 7.3: Polyphase Decomposition Using a Filter Bank 
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One downside to the polyphase filter bank is that, unlike the bandpass filter bank 

or the wavelet filter bank, the polyphase design is not a perfect reconstruction filtering 

technique. The polyphase filter bank will introduce some imperfections to the system. 

Furthermore, to reduce filter distortion to an acceptable level, the polyphase filter bank 

must be composed of high order FIR filters. However, due to the downsampling stage, 

the polyphase filter bank still represents a large savings in computational complexity. It 

is proposed that in future endeavours the 2D FIR bandpass filter within the NUB-FP 

filter bank be replaced with polyphase filter bank in order to create a more efficient 

filter design. 

7.2 Adaptively Altering the Passband of the NUB-FP Filter Bank 

The wedge-shaped passband of the NUB-FP filter bank is a general solution to 

the problem of misalignment between the filter normal and the motion vector of a linear 

trajectory signal. In the current NUB-FP filter bank design, this wedge shape is 

constructed prior to filtering. This approach requires an estimate as to the correct 

wedge angle for any given application. It suggested that the performance of the NUB-

FP filter bank could be improved by allowing the passband of the NUB-FP filter bank to 

be altered adaptively. The following outlines a method for altering the passband of the 

NUB-FP filter bank in order to obtain the optimal performance from the design. 

It is suggested that such the adaptive passband consider two factors. The first is 

the bandwidth of each FP filter within the system. Currently, this variable is calculated 

according to the selected wedge angle. As was demonstrated in Chapter 6, selection of 

this wedge angle can noticeably impact the performance of the NUB-FP filter bank. 

Allowing the bandwidth of each FP filter to be altered adaptively would ensure that the 

optimal wedge angle would be selected for each application. This would prevent the 

passband from becoming too wide, or too narrow. It would also allow the passband of 

the NUB-FP filter bank to take on shapes other than a 3D wedge if required by an 

application. 

The second factor to be considered in adapting the filter bank passband is the 

gain of each FP filter. It was shown in Chapter 5 that the LT signal to be transmitted by 
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the NUB-FP filter bank does not always span the entire Nyquist volume, yet the 

passband of the filter bank does. In many applications, the signal of interest is either 

not present, or is very weak, for the ROS of a number of the filter bank sub-bands. To 

reduce the transmission of noise and unwanted signals, it is suggested that a gain factor 

be added to each FP filter within the bank. This factor can control the contribution of 

each band to the overall output signal of the filter bank amplifying the bands possessing 

the desired signal, and attenuating the bands containing noise. 

7.3 Summary 

The non-uniform bandwidth frequency-planar filter bank examined in this thesis 

is a novel filter design. As such, there are many design options that have not yet been 

fully explored. In this chapter, suggestions were made regarding potential future 

alterations to the NUB-FP filter bank design. These suggestions focused on reducing 

the computational complexity of the design, and enhancing the filter bank performance. 

The largest drawback to the NUB-FP filter bank design is the costs associated 

with bandpass filtering the input signal. This initial stage of the filter bank requires a 

large number of computations and drastically increases the amount of memory required 

by the system. Two potential changes to this stage of the filter bank design were 

examined. First, the idea of using wavelet analysis to band limit the input signal was 

considered. It was shown that, while this approach has many advantages, such as 

decimating the sub-band signals, wavelet analysis affects the frequency domain 

characteristics of the signal. As a result, the wavelet filtering technique may hinder the 

performance of the NUB-FP filter bank. 

The second alternative to the currently employed 2D FIR bandpass filter bank 

examined was the polyphase filter bank. Implementation of a polyphase filter bank 

appears to be the best candidate to replace the FIR bandpass filter bank. As with 

wavelet technique, the polyphase filter bank decimates the input signal to reduce 

computational complexity and memory requirements. The key difference between these 

techniques is that the polyphase filter bank decimates the signal prior to any filtering. 

This preserves the frequency domain properties of the input signal. 
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Finally, a suggestion was made concerning the passband of the NUB-FP filter 

bank. Presently, the passband of the filter bank is selected prior to implementation. 

This can lead to poor results as observed in the previous chapter when the NUB-FP 

filter bank with a large wedge angle was used to filter a noisy input signal. In order to 

avoid such problems, it was suggested that future versions of the NUB-FP filter bank 

employ an adaptive passband. The suggested modification would alter the passband of 

the NUB-FP filter bank during the filtering process in order to obtain the optimal output 

signal at all times. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

The work presented in this thesis outlines the development of the non-uniform 

bandwidth frequency-planar filter bank. The objective of this novel multidimensional 

filter bank design is to provide a means of selectively filtering linear trajectory signals 

that reduces high frequency distortion within the transmitted signal caused by 

misalignment between the ROS of the LT signal and the filter passband in eoe9î\ In 

order to achieve this objective, the proposed NUB-FP filter bank is designed to possess 

a wedge-shaped passband in eoe 9 î \ a tactic proven successful in previous endeavours. 

The novel contribution presented in this thesis is the implementation of 3D IIR filters 

within the filter bank design. The NUB-FP filter bank introduced in this thesis uses a 

set of frequency-planar filters with band limited regions of support in eoe 9\3 in order 

approximate a wedge-shaped passband in frequency space. The use of IIR filters make 

the proposed filter bank less computationally complex and more flexible than previous 

3D FIR wedge filter designs while the wedge-shaped passband provides an 

improvement in filter performance over the plane-shaped passband of the FP filter. 

This chapter summarizes the key results of the research presented in this thesis. 

The NUB-FP filter bank structure is outlined in Chapter 4. The proposed filter 

bank has two main components: a 2D bandpass filtering stage used to divide the input 

signal into spatial frequency bands, and a FP filter stage to selectively transmit the LT 

signal. The shape of the passband of the filter bank is determined by the bandwidths of 

the individual FP filters within the filter bank. Selecting the bandwidth of each FP filter 

to be proportional to the distance between the ROS of the FP filter and the origin in 

frequency space produces an overall passband for the NUB-FP filter bank that 

approximates a 3D wedge. Test results provided in this chapter demonstrate that this 

wedge-shaped passband of the NUB-FP filter bank transmits a LT signal better than the 

planar passband of the FP filter in situations where the filter normal and motion vector 

of the LT signal are slightly misaligned. The LT signal recovered from the NUB-FP 
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filter bank has better edge definition, and a higher PSNR than the signal recovered from 

the FP filter. 

In order to improve the performance of the proposed NUB-FP filter bank, 

Chapter 5 introduces a pre-warp algorithm. The passband of the 3D IIR frequency-

planar filter employed by the filter bank design is subject to the affects of frequency 

warping due to the bilinear transform. This warping hinders the performance of the 

NUB-FP filter bank by bending the passband of the filter bank away from the proper 

location in coeSÌ3. The pre-warp algorithm introduced in this chapter reduces 

distortions in the overall passband of the NUB-FP filter bank by altering the orientation 

of each FP filter passband. Measurements provided in Chapter 5 demonstrate a 

significant improvement in the shape of the filter bank passband when the pre-warp 

algorithm is applied to the NUB-FP filter bank design. Practical filtering tests using the 

pre-warp algorithm also show improvements in filter performance. However, the pre-

warp algorithm is responsible for some distortions introduced into the transmitted 

signal. Despite this shortcoming, the pre-warp algorithm does enhance the performance 

of the NUB-FP filter bank. 

The work presented in Chapter 6 focuses on the selectivity of the proposed 

NUB-FP filter bank. That is, the ability of the wedge-shaped passband to transmit a LT 

signal in the presence of noise and other unwanted signals. The results provided in 

Chapter 6 demonstrate that the increased volume of the NUB-FP filter bank passband 

hinders filter selectivity. In noisy operating conditions, the narrow passband of the FP 

filter is a more effective means of transmitting a LT signal. Under these conditions, the 

removal of noise is more important than preservation of the high frequency components 

of the signal, and the planar passband eliminates more noise than the wedge-shaped 

passband. These results demonstrate that there is a trade-off between the selectivity of 

the filter bank and its ability to reduce attenuation in a signal. It is suggested that the 

selectivity of the NUB-FP filter bank be improved by introducing a means of adaptively 

adjusting the shape of the filter bank passband for optimal performance. 

The results presented in Chapter 6 also demonstrate an important property of the 

NUB-FP filter bank design. In this chapter, the filter bank is used to transmit a LT 

signal possessing a time varying motion vector. This requires that the orientation of the 

NUB-FP filter bank passband be altered over time. The use of 3D IIR FP filters in the 
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NUB-FP filter bank allow for this adjustment to be made. This is a significant 

advantage of the NUB-FP filter bank design over the 3D FIR wedge filter. The 

orientation of the 3D FIR wedge filter passband cannot be altered over time. Instead, 

the signal must be rotated prior to filtering, and again after filtering. The ability to 

rotate the passband of the NUB-FP filter bank in frequency space makes the design far 

less computationally complex than the 3D FIR filter design reviewed in the introduction 

of this thesis. 

The results presented in this thesis demonstrate that the passband of the NUB-FP 

filter bank closely approximates a 3D wedge in Cue 9t\ and that this passband design 

transmits a LT signal with less high frequency attenuation than a filter possessing a 

planar passband. However, the proposed filter bank does have drawbacks. Of 

particular concern are the computational complexity of the proposed NUB-FP filter 

bank, and the poor performance of the filter bank in noisy test conditions. In Chapter 7, 

suggestions are made with regards to potential improvements to the filter bank design. 

The selectivity of the filter bank could be improved by further manipulation of the 

passband shape, and the computational complexity of the design could be greatly 

reduced by replacing the 2D FIR bandpass filtering stage with a more efficient bandpass 

operation such as a polyphase filter bank. Despite these shortcomings, the overall 

performance of the NUB-FP filter bank is successful in achieving the goals set out for 

this research. The NUB-FP filter bank transmits linear trajectory signals with less 

distortion than the uniform bandwidth frequency-planar filter, and by employing 3D IIR 

filtering techniques the NUB-FP filter bank is a less computationally complex system 

than the previous 3D FIR approaches to designing a wedge shaped passband. 
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Appendix A: Glossary of Terms 

frame: the spatial components of a video signal at a fixed point in time. 
A single image within a sequence of images. 

frequency-planar a three-dimensional recursive filter possessing a passband that 
(FP) filter: surrounds a plane in the frequency domain 

human visual the interaction between the brain and senses used to discern 
system (HVS): movement and interpret visual information 

linear shift- a system that is constant and adheres to the principle of 
invariant (LSI) superposition. LSI systems possess the significant property that 
system: the system output will only contain frequency components present 

in the system input. 

linear trajectory a multidimensional signal possessing an invariant value along a 
(LT) signal: fixed trajectory 

lossless network: all power that enters the network will eventually exit the network 

MixeD: an M-dimensional that has been transformed (for example using 
the Fourier transform) over P dimensions where P<M is defined 
to be a mixed domain, or MixeD signal 

passive network: a network that does not increase the amount of power in a system 

region of support the domain of a signal excluding any region in which the signal is 
(ROS): defined to be zero 

smooth optical motion interpreted by the human visual system to be continuous 
flow (SOF): and smooth 

spatio-temporal the representation of multidimensional signals by means of spatial 
(ST) domain: and temporal co-ordinates 

video signal: a three-dimensional spatio-temporal signal composed of a 
sequence of two-dimensional images or frames 
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